
A CAMERA. A HAND CAMERA, ) The Cyclopedia of Photo Brass HOW TO MAKE ee ee A TRIPOD. A LANTERN. SUN CAMERA Co:, LEEDS. 

B. J. EDWARDS & Co,, tHe crove, HACKNEY. 

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS NUMBER, 

THE OPTICAL 

MAGIC 
—— JOURNAL — 

AND 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER. 
A Magazine of Popular Science for the Lecture-room and 
Edited byJ.HaytavLor. the Domestic Circle. staconers Hat] 
Vol. 5.—No. 67. DECEMBER 1, 1894, Xmas No., price 2d, Post-free 344, 

THE MAGIC LANTERN: ITS CONSTRUCTION & USE. Contains complete Instructions. Cloth Covers, PRICE 62: 

Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions. Tho Lens gives crisp definition, being a euperior Achromatic Photographic Combination with rack 
and pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation. The Condenser is composed of two plano-convex 
lenses of 4 inches diameter. The refulgent lamp has 8 wicks (or 4 wicks 2s. extra), yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture.—Each is complete in box. 

‘OPTIMUS ° OPTIMUS’ 
100 

SA SH OR 
CANDLE-POWER 

LAMP. With Jet complete, 
70s. MM = = “NATURE” says: 

= lees = Three times the 

FREDK. E. IVES, Superior Russian Iron Body, Perforated Russian Candle-Power of 

says: It isthe best. Japanned Metal, Brasa Sliding Tub Iron Body, 2 Panelled Doors, Brass | those _ hitherto 
...1 have adopted ess Brass Sliding Tubes, | Stages,Sliding Tubes, |used for Lantern 
it for my own use. 30s. 45s. 50s. | 82s. projection. 

6 y ‘ 5 
PTIMUS’ arual LANTERN — FoR LimevichT TI TRIPLE s 

Panelled Mahogany Body, 4 doors and Moulded Foot, Achromatic The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp. 
Photographic Front Leng, Compound Condensers, Brass Panelled Mahogany Body, 6 doors and Moulded Foot, Brass Stages 
Stages and Sliding Tubes ..  .. -- £10 10s. and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers £17 10s. 

PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, °."""%5""" LONDON. ‘OPTIMUS. | 
MAGIC LANTERNS AND SLIDES, 

Walter Tyler’s Helioscopic is perfection of all Lanterns, supplied 
to the Indian Government, School Boards, science classes, clergy, and 
exhibitors throughout the world. Impossible to have lanterns give better 
definition or more. satisfactory results ; specially constructed lens, which 
no other lantern posscsses. 

Walter Tyler’s Best Triples and Bi-unials are unsurpassed, and 
perfect in every detail. Good Bi-unials, mahogany bodied, brass fronts, 
and all improvements. 

Regulators and Gauges.—Great reduction in price. The largest 
stock of Gas Cylinders in the world. Best seamless steel, tested and valved, 
all sizes at very low prices. OxyGen or HyproGeEn Gas, of best quality and 
specially low prices, in Walter Tyler’s or customer's own cylinders. 

Lanterns and Slides.—If you wish to Hire, Purchase, or Exchange, 
you cannot do better that go to Walter Tyler, who makes this business a 
specialité, and you will thus save dealer’s and all intermediate profits. 

HIRE DEPARTMENT is now perfect. Over 300,000 always 
in stock. Second-hand Lanterns and Slides. 

WALTER TYLER, 48, Waterloo Road, LONDON. 
On account of great increase of business, WALTER TyLer has purchased the Lease 

of the extensive premises, 94, Waterloo Rd., in addition to Nos. 48-50, Waterloo Rd. 

& EDWARDS’ LANTERN PLATES, 1/- PER DOZ. 
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Transparencies 
OF THE FINEST QUALITY, MADE BY 

STEDMAN & SOPER, 
147, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 

The Studios are fitted with Complete Electric Light Installation. 
Professional Mark. In answer to many inquiries, please note address 

2 a > Wr. R. HILEL & SON, 
22° OPTICAL SCENIC ARTISTS to the Royal Polytechnic 
AN td) Institution since 1840 (by special appointment). 

Also the London and Provincial Theatres, Colleges and Institutes, &. 

ORIGINALLY CHILDE & HILL, 
Sole Inventors of Dissolving Views & Effects & Ghromatrope, 
Introducers of the Lime-light on to the Stage (Drury Lane 1855). 

Speciality in first-class photo colouring with original and 
Striking sky effects. 

New Eprrrcts (to order only).—New Carol Singers, with realistic 
and marvellous effects, change to Christmas morning (snowing), stage 
coach arrives with gucsts; the welcome. The Waits, and other 
scenes to illustrate Christmas in ye olden times, The Oid and New 
Year. Song, Nazareth, illustrated, &c, All our old sets to be obtained, 

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC (f.onpox, JUNE, 1878). 
“The final illustration represents the parachute shell, which, being 

fired from a mortar at night, bursts in the air and effectuaily lights 
up the country. This effect, which is by Mr. W. R. Hitt, ‘and 
beautifully rendered, brings a most instructive lecture to a close.” 

—Morning Advertiser. 
«The audience is startled by the wonderful effect of the parachute 

shell...... such as the original. ..... a clever imitation.”—Times. 

13, Beversbrook Rd., Tufnell Park, London, N. a ee: ENCE AEs. -SOnGons IN. 

E. G. PLATT. (pata Witte) 
OPTICAL LANTERN MANUFACTURER and 

PHOTOGRAPHIC BRASS FINISHER. 

“THIS Compact 
Single Lan- 

tern, including Jet, 4+ % 
Condenser, Lens, ff] 
&c., only . 

RG 
Further Particu- 

lars onapplication 
to Manufacturer, 

Birkbeck Rd., Ridley Ra., DALSTON, LONDON, NE. 

SUNDAY LANTERN SERVICES. 
THE LANTERN BIBLE. 

Old and New Testaments, 1440 Slides, all different 
(including texts). Small Bible sets (30 to 40 Slides 
each), viz., Miracles, Parables, Life of David, Joseph, 
Peter, Paul, &c.,&c. Careful selections of pictures 
from the great masters. “ HELP” declares this to be 
‘‘much the most comprehensive of any series of 

pictures yet prepared.”’ 
Enclose stamp for Catalogue, Special New Edition. 

STEVEN BROS., 33, Osborne St., City, GLASGOW. 

ALFRED H. SAUNDERS, Lantern Slide Artist, 
“The Studio,” 36, Heath Street, BIRMINGHAM, 

Makes Slides from Lécturers' Diagrams, Engravings, 
Negatives, &c., by Wet Collodion Process only. 
Artistic Colouring ‘a speciality. Terms and Testimonials on application. 

IRELAND tn tHe MAGIC LANTERN. 
LECTURE SE SETS, 

Dublin to Killarney, 60 slides; 
and West, 50 slides; Antrim Coast and 
County, 80 slides; ‘Lakes of Killarney 
and Glengarriffe, 87 slides; also List of 

1,200 slides arranged in Counties. 

SLIDES OF IRISH LIFE AND CHARACTER. 
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

W.LAWRENCE, Photo Publisher, 

5.6 & 7, UPPER SACKVILLE ST., DUBLIN. 

Wwoon’s 
“Euphaneron” Lantern. 

Specially adapted for Educational Work, 

Brass front, Russian iron body, 4-wick W lamp, 4-in. 
condenser, extra large achromatic objectives, slide 
holder removable to admit of display of scientific 

North 

apparatus. 

In Tin Case, complete - - - £4 4 O 
Wood’ s Cheap Lantern, tin body, 4-in. 

condenser, achromatic objective £110 0 

LANTERNS AND SLIDES ON SALE OR HIRE. 

Illustrated Catalogue per post two stamps. 

E. C. WOOD, 74, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON. 
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Notices. 
Tue Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic 

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price One 
Penny, and may be vbtained from all Newsvendors, 
Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from 
the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :— 

United States. 
12 months bao tea We 60 cents. 
Single copies .. -/2 6 

Advertisements (Scale ‘of Charges), displayed — 

‘ £ os.d. 
Front and back pages, by arrangement. 
Ordinary page (whole).. = - 3 0 0 

4 » (half) .. ea - 115 0 
‘9 » (quarter) ays ». 10 0 
‘3 », (eighth) 6 - 010 0 
35 » per linch in column, 06 0 

0 3 0 ” " 4 
EXcHANGE Column), General Wants, &e. (not Trade) — 

First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional 
words, ld. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not 
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All 
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to Taylor 
Brothers. 

EvttorRIAL communications must be addressed, J. 
Hay Tayztor. Advertisements and business communi- 
cations to Taylor Brothers, 56, Chancery Lane, 
London, W.C. 

American Agents:—The International News Co., 83 
and 85, Duane Street, New York City. 

DOUBLE NUMBER. 

NOTICE. 

Each. Postage. 

Binding Cases for 12 numbers .. .. .. l/- .. 13d. 

Reading Cases with 12 cords at back 1/8 .. 14d. 

Bound vols. for 1898 .. .. .. .. .. .. 8/6 .. 44d. 

Notes. 

A car in the recent Lord Mayor’s show (spectacle 
makers’ company) was fitted with one of Mr. 
Wrench’s triple rack lanterns. Rumour says 
that Mr. Wrench having an eye to business had 
in waiting in a side street a car with out- 
stretched screen, ip anticipation of the day 
becoming one of the dark ones not uncommon in 
November. An exhibition of lantern slides 
en route would certainly have added zest to the 
procession. The day however was bright, and 
the lantern merely stood as an example of the 
work of the British workman. 

We do not often hear of lantern shows to .the 
blind, yet one was given lately at the Royal 
Normal College for the Blind at Norwood. We 
presume that the lecture was for the blind, and 
the illustrations more especially for the benefit 
of the visitors. It is said to have been thoroughly 
enjoyed by both, 

* * * 

Messrs. Taytor, Taytor & Hopson are again 
making a special effort to further popularise the 
standard thread for lenses. They have made 
special arrangements with the inventor of a 
new portrait lens for its manufacture; the 
new lens is said to give an optically perfect 
plane image of a plane surface. 

Tus lightest triple lantern said to have been 
made, was only lately manufactured out of 
aluminium by Mr. W. ©. Hughes. The lantern 
was of the style known as the Malden triple. 
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THE partnership between Messrs. Platt & 
Witte, of Birkbeck Road, High Street, Kings- 
land, has been dissolved by mutual consent, and 
Mr. E. G. Platt will continue the business at 
the same address, and will assume all responsi- 
bilities in connection with business transactions 
of the late firm. Mr. Platt is a go-a-head man, 
and as he makes a special point of suiting his 
patrons even to the smallest detail, it is invari- 
ably a case of once a customer, always a 
customer. 

Strut another branch is to be added to the 
already large business of Messrs. Theobald & Co. 
It is their intention shortly to blossom out as 
auctioneers to the optical and fancy trade in 
order to clear out dealers’ dead stock. These 
sales will be held monthly, the first taking place 
on January 8th, 1895. 

r ~ ce 
a * ao 

HYDROGEN gas is now prepared in Germany — 
for filling military balloons—by heating a 
mixture of iron filings and slacked lime. An 
iron bottle, such as a mercury bottle, and set in 
a furnace giving a full red heat, should serve 
for this process, which may prove convenient 
for those who wish to prepare hydrogen for 
lantern use. From the point of view of avoiding’ 
stoppage of the exit tube, it would probably be 
best, says Mr. Hill in Invention, to set the 
bottle upright in the furnace, and adapt a 
clearing wire to the vertical tube by means of 
a perforated cork, a horizontal branch serving 
to lead off the hydrogen. 

ae at 

Messrs. Honurs & Warson are now making 
a special feature of fitting incandescent gas 
burners for lanterns, and make a special form 
of tray for the purpose. 

aR at ae 

At one of the meetings of a certain photographic 
society a funny incident lately happened. A lec- 
ture, illustrated by lantern views, was being given 
by a member. One member, who is supposed 
to be a bit of a wag, thinking to have a bit of 
fun at the expense of the lecturer, went over to 
the lantern, and when the operator was engaged, 
slipped in among the slides a picture of himself. 
Thinking it would be great fun after the lecturer 
announced that the next slide would be a view 
in he sat down to await events. The 

lecture, however, did not proceed quite .in the 
manner anticipated; for the lecturer, who 
grasped the situation, merely said, ‘‘The next 
slide, ladies and gentlemen, represents a 
refractory donkey.’’ Several meetings passed 
before the subject of the slide again put in an 
appearance at any of the meetings. 

* “ a 

TxatT noted pioneer in the early days of photo- 
graphy, the Rev. J. B. Reade, among other 
experimental researches, exercised his skill in 
trying to improve “ Solar, and oxy-hydrogen gas 
microscopes,” by separating to some extent the 
heating from the luminous solar rays in the 
optical system of the lantern. A paper by him 
on the subject was read before the Royal 
Society, December 22nd, 1836. He converged 
a beam of sunlight by a convex lens, and at a 
certain distance beyond the focus placed a 
second convex lens, in such a manner that 
the heat rays after passing through the second 
lens were either pavrallel or divergent. The 
Juminous rays, bemg more refrangible, were 
brought to a focus nearer to the first lens and 
farther from the second; the latter lens then 
brought the luminous rays to a brilliant focus 
free, he said, from much heat. He added that 
“the light so obtained may be advantageously 
applied to the solar and to the oxy-hydrogen 
microscopes, from its producing no injurious 
effects on objects enclosed in Canada balsam, 
or even on living animalcules exposed to its 
influence.” 

at 

Messrs. Dawiins & Co., of Birmingham, who 
have hitherto devoted themselves to the whole- 
sale lantern trade, have recently opened a retail 
department at 40, Edmund Street, Birmingham. 
Special attention is to be devoted to the hiring 
out of lanterns and slides, and in the case of 
anyone making a lantern for himself, any fitting 
may here be obtained. A novel method of slide 
exchange is being inaugurated by Messrs. 
Dawkins, particulars of which may be obtained 
on application. 

* * * 

Mr. Wm. Waitetaw, M.P., has offered to 
provide a magic lantern and defray the cost of 
gas to further the temperance cause in 
connection with the Perth Board Schools. 

aK * 

THE index for the year now terminating will be 
issued with next Journal. 
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ARCHERS LANTERN NOVELTIES. 
i ” The most perfect Single 

THE IDEAL LANTERN. Lantern in r the market. 
Fnthusiastic Testimonials from Paul Lange, Esq., G. EK. Thomp- 

Will show 
to perfection any distance, 8 feet to 80 feet from the screen. 

THE “IDEAL” DISSOLVER AND CARRIER FRAME. ne 
Highly praised 

son, Iisq., Manchester Camera Club, and many others. 

most perfect ever invented for Single Lanterns. 
and used by the editor of this journal. Price 25s. 
A Wonderfully Good Safety Jet. Price 16s. 

The ‘ Photinus,” greatly improved, the most powerful Oil-Light 
Lantern in the world. Price complete £4 4s. 

New Sets of Slides, ‘‘Slum Life in our Great Cities,’ direct photos. 
Mr. Gladstone’s Home.” 

Atlantic Liners, 5.8. “ Campania,’ S.S. “ Lucania,” 1s., 
‘‘Hawarden Castle: 

post 3d. 

Price Se 

No. 8. Plainer Finish, £6 10s. 
Liverpool Agents for Clarkson’s Duplex 

Regulators, &c. 

Illustrated Catalogue, Many Novelties, Post Free, One Stamp. 

ARCHER & SONS, Patentees and Manufacturers, 48 to 49, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL. 

No. 1. £8 15s, Complete. 

x” 

Estd. 1848. 

GENERAL WANTS, &c. 
First twenty words, 6d. ; every three extra words, 1d. 

Trade Advertisements in this column, 8s. per 3-inch. 

PTIMUS (Patent) best tin Lantern, with gas jet for 
Erlarging, Tray and Top for Lime Jet, no Lens or 

Condenser, 10s., or exchange slidee.—Stevenson, Church- 
place, High- street, Paisley. 

ANTERN, with extra large lamp, set coloured slides, 

3iin. by tin. Scotland, Cash.—Webb, Melville 
House, Uoventry. 

f YXPERIENCED Lantern Operator can accept oc- 
4 casional evening engagements. Own apparatus if 

required. —Helmer, 171, Brocklev- road, S.E. 

\ TEREOSCOPIC Slides, ‘'ransparent coloured operas, 
k_) sample slide, 8d.; rev olving stereoscope holds hundred 
slides, cheap. —Mrs. B., 34, West-street, Abingdon. 

HOTOGRAPHER, Lime Light Operator and Lec- 
turer, with own Apparatus, open to engage.— 

‘‘ Photographer,’’ Advertiser Office, Curole, Doncaster. 

\CREEN Calico, 16-ft. square, quite new, 15s.; gas 
KD bags, two, 6-ft., in perfect order, 15s. each; pressure 
boards, one pair for same, 53s. S::cen Opaque, Crystal 
Palace (Mason & Payne’s), 9-ft., 9s. 6d. Jet, Tyler's Inter- 
changeable Oxy-hydrogen Jet, 7s. 6d.; portable dark 
room (Overend's),5 by 4 by 6 feet high, complete, 25s.,cost 
over 70s.—Suffield's Photographic Depdt, 250, Ladypool- 
road, Sparkbrook,. 

fF] O Gollers. Lantern slides. Messrs. John Ball, jun., 
Horace Hutchinson, Tom Morris, also two beautiful 

cloud effects on the Mersey, 1s. each; prints, 6d. each, 
post frec.—38, Lea-road, Egremont, Cheshire. 

¥ J ANTED, catalogues of lantern views of historical 

\ events or personages.—J. G. Sanderson, Danville 
Que, Canada. 

CARNALL, 40, Gladstone Buildings, #.C. Lanternist 
. to Dr. Dallinger, Sir Robert S. Ball, &e. (See 

testimonials.) Also by appointment to Geologists’ 
Association. Open to engagements. Soirées and evening 
parties attended with microscope and objects. 

LANTERN “Operator of great practical experience 
desires a Situation with a Lecturcr to an institu- 

tion. Has hada four years’ engagement as operator to 
Col. Dyke at principal halls throughout Great Dritain. 
Highly recommended by Mr. C. W. Locke and other 
authorities.—Address, Matthew Honour, c/o the editor of 
this journal. 

ive of good }-Plate Landscape Negatives, 3s. doz.— 
F, Emsley, 98, West-street, Leeds. 

ANTERN Slides.—Lecture Sets, ‘femperance and 
other subjects wanted; cash or exchange.—Ivy 

House, Shepton Mallet. 

A FIRM desirous of dealing with manufacturers only 
of Magic Lanterns and Appliances, invites applica- 

tions from the trade. Send terms with lists and 
particulars to ‘‘ Lanternia,’’ Box 100, Sell’s Advertising 
Offices, London. 

ROFHSSOR KCENIG’S Natural Magic and Diora- 
mic Entertainment for Drawing-room or large 

Marvellous Illusions, Sleight-of-Hand up to 
Date. Can be engaged for either Entertainment, to- 
gether or separate. Dioramic. Music, Songs and 
Mirth, pictorially illustrated and painted by the most 
eminent artist, shown with a powerful triple limelight 
apparatus. Lenses by Ross and Dallmeyer, giving 
pictures from 10 to 50 feet in diameter, with great 
brilliancy. For sparkling music, descriptive sougs and 
marvellous effects, pronounced to surpass all other 
exaibits, concluding with refined Comic and Amusing 
Subjects. Terms, programme, and testimonials on 
application, 373, Edgware-road, Maida-vale, London, W. 

I ANTERN Kaleidoscope (Varker’s), Lantern Slit 
4 (Browning), Tuning Forks (Konig), and other 
ee less than half-price, for Exchange.—N. H., 
Conservative Club, Gloucester. 

(Q\HE Tower Bridge.—Lantern Slide of this magnifi- 
cent bridge, post free, one shilling. Set of four, 38.— 

John Stabb, 154, Queen's-road, Bayswater. 

ANTERN Slides.—The Tower of London, twenty- 
four slides, 12s; A Day at the Zoo, thirty slides, 

15s.; fifty London slides, 25s.; and twelve Royal 
Wedding Processions and Street Decorations, 6s.—John 
Stabb, 154, Queen’s-road, Bayswater. 

REAT Clearance Sale of New and Secondhand High- 
class Triple Bi-unial Oil-light Lanterns; also 

Grand Effects, and the very finest Coloured Photographs 
out put on a screen; also the remaining portion of 
Professor Malden’s stock of magnificent slides and effects. 
This is an opportunity of a life time for high-class work, 
not commercial rubbish. Tremendous reductions.—Apply 
Hughes, Brewster House, Mortimer-road, Kingsland, 
ee N. 

TAR” 6-way Dissolving Tap, 10s. ; Fan Dissolver 
for Oil Lanterns, 5s.;-both practically new.— 

Goad, 60, Tottenham Court- road. 

(Continued on p. IV.) 

Halls. 
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‘EXOR Sale, a Bargain, Full-sized Magic Lantern, 
complete, 18 Coloured Slides, Lecture Book, and 

Double Carrier; all as good as new; price £1 10s. ; 
Plain and Coloured Slides from 6s. per dozen.—Alfred 
Underhill, Lantern Slide Specialist, 32, Clarendon-road, 
Croydon. 

~)TALNED Glass.—Will any Lantern Reader, arma- 
teur or professional, send Particulars of Slides, 

for Exchange, Loan, or Sale, Exhibiting Stained Glass 
Windows; Cathedral and other interiors which show the 
windows are likely to be suitable; Continental once, 

especially Brussels and Gouda wanted; the whole re- 
quired to supplement lecture illustrations of Stained 
Glass.— O. Paterson, 118, West Regent-street, Glasgow, 
N.B.- 

12 SLIDES, ‘ Life of a Missionary,'’ hand-painted ; 
~~ cost 4s. 6d. each, sell 12s. set.—F’. Sheail, High- 

street, Dover. 

AVING given up the Hire Business in Slides, for 
H reasons stated in last issue of this Journal, we 
are selling our Stock of 20,000 Slides at less than cost ; 
catalogue, one stamp.—W. I. Chadwick, 2, St Mary’s- 
street, Manchester. 

UGHKES’ Best Pamphengos Lamp, with Chimney, 
complete; only been used a few times; cost 

£2 2s., offered at 20s. ; one Oxy-calcium Spirit Lamp, 6s. 
—John Mason, Market-place, Newbury. 

daa Saturator for Single Lantern; quite 
new; 383.—W. D. Askew, 26, Solon New-road, 

Clapham, S.W. 

V ANTHD, Offers for Scott’s Patent Saturator, with 
Wide Bore Safety Jet ; very little used.—Sydney, 

83, Rectory-road, Burnley. 

( [VO Lanternists and Slide Dealers.—Several Lanterns 
(including a Magnificent Bi-unial), Screens, Cylin- 

ders, Jets, Regulators, {and a number of Sets of Tales, 
Effects, and Moving Slides, etc., left from last season, to 
be Sold Cheap.—Clearance Sale List post free from Alfred 
Underhill, Lantern Slide Designer, Clarendon-road, 
Croydon. 

WW Slides of objectsin motion 
taken instantancously, shewing unnatural and 

peculiar phases of the objects photographed.—F. G. 
Hoseldin, Cross Gates, Leeds. 

1S gece Bi-unial Lantern, by one of the best 
Ks Sale.—Splendid Lantern, mahogany, open stage, 
. bellows front, long extension, Russian iron body, 
side doors, brass sight holes, best safety jet, slides on 
tclescopic tubes, 4 inch coudenser, and rack and pinion 
lens, measures 12 by 7 by 64 inches. Ina box, lock, key 
and elevating board, new £5.—Taylor, 137, Sauchichall- 
street, Glasgow. 

TJ AND-PAINTED best Glass Slides. Mont Cenis 
Tunnel, with Train (2), cost 30s8.; Midnight 

Churchyard. Scene, with Ghosts (2), cost 30s. ; Mechani- 
cal Snow Effects (1), 7a. 6d.  Lecturer’s Reading Limp, 
12s. 6d. The lot for 30a. A Bargain.—A. P., 38, High- 
street, Ryde, Isle of Wight. 

Ne ee nent as lauternist to lecturer or 
otherwise ; own limelight lantern; 20 years’ 

exvertence.—F., 18, Triangle, Bournemouth. 

DVERTISER, who is auexperienced opcrator of 
bi-unial and triple Janterns, is open to take 

occasional engagements.--For vacant dates, apply 
Oper. tor, 13, Dale-road, Kentish Town. 

LIDISS made from negatives,ls. doz.; customer's own 
slides coloured 48. 63. doz.; lanterns and slides for 

sale or hire ; lists free.—T. fT. Wing, Chatteris, Cambs. 

ANTED, Lantern Slides, any subjects, coloured or 
plain; by avy firm or makers; 500 sets wanted 

immediately ; secondhand or new, exchanges arranged. 
State particulars and bottom price. No bantering.--- 
Professor Walters, Baskerville Hall, Cambridge-street, 
Birmingham. 

is J-UNIAIL Lantern, mahogany polished body, all 
brass stages, one drawer, telescopic front tubes, 

open stages, four panelled doors, ruby tight holes, irou 
lining, dome and cover, pair blow-through jets, and six- 
way dissolver, pair double combination 6 inch focus 
lenses, and 4 inch condevser. Great bargain, sell 

£7 10s. lowest; nearly new, worth double.—Frofessor 
Aa Baskerville Hall, Cambridge-street, Birming- 
1am. 

makers; expensively finished and fitted; 20 foot 
Screen, two 9 foot Gas Bags, cost £9; very strong 
Pressure Boards, etc., etc. Complete Lecturer’s Outfit, 
little used ; cost over £50. Price £21.—A. P., 38, High- 
street, Ryde, Isle of Wight. 

HRISTMAS Effect Sets.—‘‘ Cottage Window in 
Winter” (lady appears and feeds Robin Red- 

breasts), 2 slides, 4s. 3d.; ‘Manor House and Carol 
Singers,”’ 3 slides, 6s. 3d.; Day and Moonlight, Summer 
and Winter Effects, in pairs, from 2s. 3d.; Mottoes: 
‘‘ Welcome,” ‘Good Night,’’ '‘ Merry Christmas,” etc., 
1s. 2d. each; all post free; list gratis.—Alfred Under- 
hill, Dissolving View Artist, 32,Clarendon-road, Croydon 

ANTERN.—splendid Optical Lantern. 4 in. cou. 
densers, three-wick lamp, in case, 203., cost 2 gs.—- 

A. J. Richardson, Dore, Sheffield. 

j AHOUGANY polished single lantern, iron liming 
M throughout, handsome brass telescopic front, open 
stages, 3-wick Russian lamp, powerful rack and pinion 
lens, with flasher, 4 inch plano - convex condenser, 
enamelled dome, complete, only used 3 times, new last 
April, price £2 53., cost £4 103.; blow-through jet, quite 
new, cogwheel lime turner, 6s. ; high pressure ditto, 7s.— 
Professor Walters, Baskerville Hall, Cambridge-street, 
Birmingham. 

EARD'S Regulators.—As ucw, scarcely used ; two 
oxygen, one hydrogen, 21s. each, ordinary Brin 

fittings ; 40 feet Manchester hydrogen cylinder, complete 
(new) 35s., or offers, Beard's regulator to fit, 21s.—Arnold, 
243, Lewisnam High-road, 

ANTED Tu ‘&NO\W.—Experienced operator can 
accept engagements, own apparatus (bi-unial) ; 

distance no object; terms moderate.—Blaker, Studio, 
Worthing. 

2 INCANDESCENT Gas Buruers, two damaged, no 
~\ _ bye-passes, - with several shades and globes ; 

cost £5, 60 to 80 candle-power; lowest price £3,—Blaker, 
Studio, Worthing. 

Lhe prices of the Back Numbers of the Optical Magre Lantern Journal are at present as follows :— 
Postage extra. 

Vol. No. * Vol. No. Vol. No. Vol. No. 
1..1 June 1889, 2/6 | 1..10 March 1890 ld. 2 ..19 Dec. 1890 ld. 2... 28 Sept. 1891 1/- 
1..2 July » = 1f- 1... 11 April » Id. j; 2... 20 Jan. , 1891 9d. 2 .. 29 Oct. » 9d. 1..3 Aug 4 J/- | 1..12May  ,, ld. | 2..21 Feb. ,, Id. | 2..30 Nov. 2 2a 
1 .. 4° Sept. 4 1/- 2... 13 June « ids 2..22 March ,, Id. 2... 31 Dec. sx. oaks 
1..5 Oct. » ld. 2... 14 July si id 2 .. 23 April ny «6d 3... 32 Jan. 1862 9d. 
1..6 Nov. » ld. 2... 15 Aug. 3 2d 2... 24 May » 6d. 3 .. 33 Feb. » 6d. 
1..7 Dec. » Id. 2... 16 Sep. » Id. 2... 25 June Pee Ge 3... 34 March ,, 1/- 
1..8 Jan. 1890, Id. 2... 17 Oct. » Id. 2... 26 July » 6d. 3... 35 April » 6d 
1.. 49° Feb. » Id. 2 .. 18 Nov. ld 2 27 Aug. a 6d 3... 36 May » od 6 6 si 

No 37 & up to Date 1d. cach. 
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Effect for a Bi-unial Lantern. 

Tue floral design and device, of which illustra- 
tions are given in this issue, are capable, when 
reproduced as lantern slides, and shown with a 
bi-unial lantern, of giving a very fine effect. 
Those of our readers who are inclined to make 
slides of them should proceed in the following 
manner :—First make a negative from the floral 
design, and while the camera is in the same 
position, a second negative, first pasting the 
device over the central flowers. We will thus 
have a negative of the design complete, and 
also one of the device with a floral border. 

The camera having been allowed to remain in 
the same position, the outer designs of both 
negatives will be of precisely the same size. 
From these negatives make lantern transparen- 
cies (say by contact), two from the negative 
containing the full design, and one from that 
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with the device. One of the former can then 
be coloured, and it will be found that it lends 
itself to some artistic work. After projecting 
upon the screen-the .slide with the device, 
the plain slide with the full design can be 
dissolved on,’ and afterwards the same coloured. 

The effect presents a fine appearance, for 
the outer border of the complete design being 
coincident with that with the wording, the 
central bunch of flowers only appears to be 
added, or, more correctly, to take the place of 
the wording. The plain and the coloured slide 
being coincident, no change in outline should 
be perceptible on the screen when the latter is 
dissolved on, but only the colouring imparted to 
the flowers, 

——:0:—_—_ 

Old Bai neehnic Lanterns and 
Slides at the Lantern Society. 

On the 26th ult., at the Lantern Society, 
Hanover Square, W., “we” (u.e., J. Hay Taylor, 
editor of this Journal) used two of the old 
lanterns which were in use at the late Royal 
Polytechnic for exhibiting a selection of the 
large hand-drawn and painted slides which in 
the olden days created such a furore. 

In consequence of the invitation which was 
inserted in our last issue, the large hall was 
crowded with an appreciative audience. 

After giving a few particulars of the lanterns 
themselves, such as their being constructed on 
cast iron foundations, having metal bodies with 
9 in. compound condensers, with an auxiliary 
collecting lens of 4 .in. dia., non-achromaiic 
objectives of 12 in.“focus and 6 in. dia.; jet 
tubes which led from the side of the lantern, 
and clockwork for rotating and raising the 
limes, it was explained that one of the artists | 
(Mr. W. R. Hill—late Childe and Hill—who 
had painted many of the slides to be shown) 
was not only present, but had lent considerable 
aid in connection with the present exhibition. 

The lanterns and slides are the property of 
Mr. Edmund H.- Wilkie, one of the directors of 
the late Royal Polytechnic, who had kindly 
entrusted the speaker with them for 
exhibition ; and although he himself was 
incapacitated through illness from _ being 
personally present, yet was doubtless sitting at 
home mentally feasting upon the exhibition of 
his works of art—in other words, his mind was 
at Hanover Square. 

Accompanying the slides was a terse descrip- 
tion, giving an account of the portion of the 
entertainment in which each had played its. 
part in days gone by. 
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Fifty-seven slides in all were exhibited on the 
screen, the titles of which were as follows :— 

Title. Artist. 

Great Hall of Royal Eeyeak W.R. Hill. 
Coaching Days : Clare. 

ia by Winter .. 3 oe si 
i Depot a 3 re 

Halt for Changing ate a 
“s Evening .. . es 56 
7 The Wayside Inn ‘se 

Waiting Room,King’sCross (G.N. R. ) 45 
Railway Viaduct, with train . +3 

10 Albert Bridge, Windsor .. ” 
11 Oxford from the Meadows.. os “a 
12 Old Houses of Parliament—Day .. 5 

a 35 —Night.. 
14 New ,, ae oe 
15 Gravesend in 1853 
16 Deptford . ” 
17 Burning the Martyrs, Smithfield H. L. Childe. 
18 Great Fire in London 55 : 
19 British London : a5 Childe & Hill. 
20 Interior of Old St. Paul’ Sia a a 
21 St. John's Chapel in the Tower .. 3 
22 ” (illuminated) ‘i 
23. Baron Munchausen —Chasing the 

Knemy- : +3 
24 Baron Munchausen—Iialf his Horse 5 

WOOAMRNRWNH 

25 “i » Daron under laurels ie 
26 is 93 Pr beating coat o 
27 9 is a firing shot.. Ps 
28 » effect of his shooting $4 
29 St. ‘Goar 3 me .. W.R, Hill, 
30 Rheinfel's Castle ee e% ‘3 
31 Ruins on Banks of Rhine (Lurline) ” 
32 Lurline on the Rock.. 
33 Peter talking to the Giant t (from 

“ Heart of Stone’ ') a ” 
34 Giant chasing Peter .. 55 
35 Giant's Hand (painted by Mr. Hill 

from his own when in front of a 
mirror) 

36 Title Picture, Hyldemoer 
37 Meadows by Moonlight 
33 3 phantasy effects 
39 Heligoland ‘ 
40 Marshes 
41 i effect Will-o'-the-wisp 53 
42 i Mr. and Mrs. Moles in 

cavern . 7? 
43 Marshes, effect fire demons" i 
44 fa cave scene. i ” 
45 a 3 ‘ ” with pillar a 

46 ” % ii » effect 5 
47 Moored panes 7 
48 Ship blown up is 
49 old Wardle’ 8 Kitchen : 
50 Gabriel Grub—At Church Door 3 
51 - », Goblin's Cave .. 
52 Christmas Fare—Set Table.. os 
53 », Burning the Yule Log Kg 
54 Village of Raleigh 
55 Carol Singers .. 
56 i 3 (the bedroom scene) .. an 
57 i 5 effect St. Nicholas.. 

The entertainment throughout was greatly 
enjoyed, and’hearty votes cf thanks were given 
to-Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Mr. E. H. Wilkie, and 



J.& R. OLDFIELD, 
Specialists in the manufacture of RUSSIAN IRON 
and BEST BLACK OPTICAL LANTERNS, &c. Also 
Photographic DARK-ROOM LAMPS (absolutely 
light-proof) and other Photographic Accessories. 

To the Trade Only. 

26, GEORGE ST., PARADE, BIRMINGHAM. 
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Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides 
Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every 

description of miscellaneous property. 
R. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the 

above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great 
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London. 
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales are requested to 

send particulars one week prior to sale. 
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Bb mn” CHV YO] 
Every Lanternist and Dealer should send for the list of 

NEW TEMPERANCE SLIDES, 
Issued by the United Kingdom Band of Hope Union. 

Prepared in superior style from special drawings, illustrating 
Popular Recitations, &e. Lanterns and Slides on Sale or 
Hire at the most reasonable prices. 

Send for full particulars to THe Travre ManaGer, 

United Kingdom Band of Hope Union, 
OLD BAILEY, LONDON, E.C. 

LANTERN MICROSCOPE. 
= A 

(MASON 
PATENT. 

SI 

May be used asa ‘sd ooSoudl| 81GB]. 
€ilver Medal Awarded Royal Cornwali Polytechnic 

Exhibition, 1894, 

THE BEST £4 17s. 6d. Ano CHEAPEST. 

R. G. MASON G's) ouispuabt LONDON, Siw. 

“I9}IOYS Sq} PUeMIUIOIII OM 
FIOM pUNOI-[[B [BIaNIT JOY “sasuat e10W! IO OM 
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-NOLAIOR 
H. NIXDORFF & Co., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 2 

Lantern Slide Post Boxes. 
Wood Parce! Post. Boxes. 

Wood Boxes to go by Rail. 

30, MAIDSTONE ST., HACKNEY RD., N.E. 

Established over 100 years. 

C. ACRES & Son, 
Artists to the late Polytechnic 

Institution. Adelaide Gallery. Panoptican and 

other Scientific Institutions, are prepared to 

undertake a few orders for Painting Dis- 

or Photographie Slides at 

Principal 

solving Views 

reasonable terms. 

10, MALVERN ROAD, HORNSEY, LONDON, N. 
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THE MINIATURE 
£21 10s. Elegant Brass Fronts. 

used by B. J. Matpen, Esq., with great success. 
keeps cooler tban the larger ones. § 
scientific principles, well made, and great strength to carry the large diameter lenscs. 
for registering, which could not be obtained with bellows fronts. 

Should be seen; a magnificent little instrument. 
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MALDEN TRIPLE. 
Ventilation perfect, on a new and patent principle, and 

Height, only 22 inches; weight lessened. Specially constructed on 
Perfect rigidity 

Prices, £45 10s., £33 10s. and 

PAMPHENGOS LANTERN (Hughes’ Patent). 
A Marvellous Oil Light. 

Over 3,000 Sold, has stood the test against 
all imitations. Pure white Light, no smell or 
smoke, equals Limelight; nothing toapproach it. 

The Sectional ComiodeljGlasses, impervious 

to heat. 

PRICES, 

with elegant brass 

fronts, from 

MAGIC LANTERNS.—The Universal Lantern, 
4-in. double condensers, portrait lenses, rack and pinion, 
four-wick lamp, £1 58, 6d, Marvellous Value. 

HUGHES’ BIJOU ENLARGING LANTERNS.— 
Finest results with Hughes's patent rectangular conden- 
sers, used by Van der Weyde and other eminent pho- 
tographers, half the size, superior definition, proper dif- 
fusion of light, scientifically constructed, not commercial. 

| £2 10s. Od. 
| Fs 

=} J I PAMPHENGOS 

oy ee 
‘ = ao . ! EMG il | Particulars Free. 

THE DOCWRA TRIPLE, Prize medal, highest 
award. Supplied to Dr. H. Guinness, Madame Adelina 
Patti, and the Royal Polytechnic, &c. &c. 

ELEGANT MAHOGANY BI-UNIAL,; brass fronts, 
£610s.; Triples, £12 12s.; blow-through safety 
jets, 8s. 6d.; mixed gas jet, 12s. 6d., with lime 
turners. Cheapest and Best. 

Hughes’ Patent Double Plug Safety Star 
Particulars free. Dissolving Taps. Price £1 10s, 

Dallmeyer’s New Lantern Objectives. 
Mr. HUGHES has much pleasure in announcing that he has arranged with Mr. Dallmeyer to construct for him 

alone, a code of Lantern Objectives. Lenses of this character were the first specially constructed to give a perfect 
Achromatic image, combined with an absolutely flat field. They differ in form from the old Petzval combination 
and are not corrected photographic lenses. In photographic Lenses, chemical ard visual foci have to be combined 
but in this construction the whole force of the light giving rays are concentrated, producing a far more brilliant 
image than any other, also a flatter field. The equality of illumination also is very remarkable, being constructed 
for the particular end to which they are intended, and are unsurpassed. 

No. 1.—4-inch Back Focus, £5 6s. No. 2.—6-inch Back Focus, £8. No. 
Fuil Particulars Free. 

Nots.—Mr. Dallmeyer’s New Lantern Objectives can only be obtained from Mr. Hughes. 

HUCHES’ AIGUISCOPIC LANTERN OBJECTIVE. 
Giving fine definition, solid fronts, double milled heads, slot for coloured glasses. Price £1 5s, 6d., incomparable 

at the price, 
HUGHES’ SUPERIOR LANTERN, 

OBJECTIVES, double combination, in sets, giving 
fine results, price ‘of rackwork front, double milled 
head, 15s. Lenses in cylindrical tubes to slide in 4, 6 

3.—8-inch Back Focus, £9 10s 

‘‘THE ART OF PROJECTION.” By an expert. 
Over 100 choice illustrations, priceless wrinkles from oil, 
limelight, enlarging to electric lanterns, a really practical 
work. B. J. Malden, Esq., says it should be studied by the 
experienced operator and amateur alike. Price, bound in 
cloth, 3s. 6d.; postage 5d. See opinions of the press. 

HUGHES’ PATENT REGISTERING CARRIERS, 
mechanical, self-centering, bevelled edges, every picture 
dead centre; compensating platform, simple, perfect, 
effective, £1 7s. 6d. each. Particulars Free. 

and 8 inch foci, 153. each. 
HIRE DEPARTMENT.—50 Slides, all beauti- 

fully coloured, not rubbish, on loan for 3s., in special 
despatch boxes. 

Send for Mr. Hughes' Grandly Illustrated 
Catalogue, over 160 engravings, not commercial blocks 
from wholesale houses, but original, price 6d., postage 
3d. Pamphlets free. List of 60,000 Slides, 4d. 

vw. C. HUGHES, patentee and Specialist, 
Brew ster House, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, London, N. Second-hand Lanterns and Slides—Bargains. 
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Mr. W. R. Hill; also to Prof. Koenig and Mr. 
Grinsted who kindly operated the lanterns; 
thus terminated the most popular exhibition yet 
given in connection with the Lantern Society. 

20: 

Gas Bag Explosion at 

Birmingham. 

On Thursday evening, Ist ult., after an 
illustrated lecture at Mason College, Birmingham, 
it appears that someone removed the weights 
from a gas bag before the light in the lantern 
was put out. This was followed with a result 
not uncommon, viz.; an explosion. Two students 
were slightly injured, and all the windows in the 
hall were blown out. 

With compressed gas at the present low rates, 
it is surprising that bags are employed at all. 
Had a cylinder been used, all would have been 
right, even under a little careless management. 

It is amusing to read the remarks in some of 
the local papers, written evidently by some 
whose knowledge of lantern matters is doubtless 
somewhat vague. One writer says that: “ The 
canvas bag which contained the gas used for 
heating the chalk exploded, dc.” Another 
individual states that: ‘It ts a mystery, for the 
apparatus, and material of which the canvas bag 
was made, were of the best.” 

In a case of this sort it is a question of 
conditions not quality. 

—:0:——— 

A Nice Pair of Lantern 
Experiments. 

In the course of the last session of the Royal 
Institution, Professor Dewar performed the 
following experiment with ice, a substance 
which it is impossible to cut. 

He took a clear rectangular block of ice (w) - 
three inches high, two inches broad, and one 
inch thick, and placed it upon the wooden 
support (x) with a magic lantern behind it, and 

a projection combination in front. 
N M are two one-pound weights, 
connected by a fine platinum wire, 
passing over the top of the block 
in the direction (NA EM). The 
pressure of the wire, due to the 
weights, slightly liquefied the ice 
below the wire, so that it travelled 
slowly downwards through the 
block, the wire taking a curve 
something like that described by 

the dotted line above (w). This curved part of 
the wire is focussed, so that upon the screen it 

can be seen slowly travelling downwards 
through the ice ; at last the wire travels entirely 
through the ice, and rests upon the top of the 
wooden block (x). The ice-block now might be 
supposed to be cut in two, but it is not so. 
The phenomenon of regelation comes into play, 
so that immediately above the wire the separated 
ice freezes together again, and at the end of the 
experiment the block of ice, after the wire has 
passed entirely through it, is one solid block as 
at first. 

This performance includes another and un- 
intentional experiment, for ice-flowers appear 
in the block, and become visible upon the 
screen. Professor Tyndall once investigated 
the nature of these flowers. They are of 
different forms, nearly as varied as snow crystals, 
usually star-like, and presenting six rays of 
varied forms, which forms are alike in each 
particular star. The heat of the radiant in the 
lantern ‘ uncrystallises ’’ the ice at particular 
places, if the word may be allowed, and shows 
how it was originally built up. In the middle 
of each flower is a spot which shines by reflected 
light like burnished silver, and it might be sup- 
posed to be a bubble of air; but melt away the 
ice round the spot and it disappears, for the 
spotisa vacuum. When a spot first forms, by 
attention a slight “chink” can be heard. 
“Probably,” said Professor Tyndall, ‘‘ few here 
present were aware of the beauty latent ina 
block of common ice. And only think of lavish 
nature operating thus throughout the world. 
Every atom of the solid ice which sheets the 
frozen lakes of the North has been fixed accord- 
ing to this law. Nature ‘lays her beams in 
music,’ and it is the function of science to purify 
our organs, so as to enable us to hear the 
strain.” 
When the intention of the experiment is to 

| show the ice-flowers, much re-focussing with the 
projection combination has to be effected, to 
bring different flowers at different depths in the 
ice to sharp focus upon the screen. 

20: 

The First Lantern for Opaque 
Objects. 

By W. H. Harrison. 

THE first magic lantern for opaque objects 
appears to have been invented by Euler the 
mathematician, and was described in his ‘Letters 
to a German Princess.” In his letter to her of 
January 8th, 1762, he gives the accompanying 
diagram thereof, Fig. I., and says that he had 
had the honour of presenting her with one of 
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the lanterns six years previously. The object 
to be optically projected was placed in the back 

of the lantern, 
and opposite 
it, in a sliding 
tube in the 
front of the 
lantern, was 
the projection 
jens. He says 
that it con- 
tained two 
side-wings 

with lamps and mirrors to illuminate the object. 
In the Encyclopedia Metropolitana is a plan of 

Fie I i 

this or another lantern by Huler for the pro- | 
jection of opaque objects, as represented in Fig, 
IT.,in which two lights are screened from the lens 
by either two curved mirrors, or one concave 
mirror with a hole in 
it; the lights and 
mirrors illuminate the 
object. The Encyclo- 
pedia Metropolitana 
refers the reader to 
‘Nov. Com. Petrap., 
Vol. 3., p. 863,” a 
book which we have not been able to find. 

These lanterns were not attached to the 
baseboard. 

The German princess was Anhalt Dessau, 
niece of the King of Prussia, who had requested 
Euler to give her instruction in different 
branches of natural philosophy. Leonard Euler 
was born at Bale, October 15th, 1707, and dicd 
suddenly of apoplexy while playing with his 
children, on September 7th, 1783. 

0———— 

The result of following Advice 
given in the “ Optical Magic 

Lantern Journal.” 

By C. Rrescs, 

In the October issue of the Oprican Macic 
Lantern Journat, an article appeared by 
Mr. Geo. Kilburn, in which he gave various 
suggestions relative to the use of a screen or 
rack for transparencies. The writer of the 
article stated that when visiting a friend’s house 
he was struck by the fine appearance of having 
a window screen, which was composed princi- 
pally of lantern transparencies. On reading the 
article the thought came to me that it would be 
a good idea if I made one to place in my parlour 
window. 

Suffice it to say that I did make one, and a 
good one too, and personally I found it a great 
convenience when arranging lectures in the day- 
time, for in front of me I had all the slides 
about which I was writing my lecture; and the 
screen being so made that any particular slide 
could be quickly taken out and another inserted, 
I found it a very simple matter to select and 
put in order those slides which I considered 
most suitable for my purpose. 

Those who are interested and may wish to 
make such a window screen for themselves, can 
do so if they follow the instructions herewith, 
provided of course that they have the requisite 
mechanical ability to carry them out. As m 
window measured 52 inches across I decided to 
make my screen as near square as possible, for - 
having plenty of slides at hand the size was 
immaterial. ach slide requires a 33 in. 
square space, so the frame will carry fifteen 
pictures each way, or 225 in all. 

The diagram (Fig. I.) represents one corner 
of screen. The outer frame (Aa and pp) is of 
4 in. bay wood 1} in. 
wide, and the inter- 
mediate grooved 
struts (Fig. II.) 
placed at distances 
of 34 in. full, apart, 
measuring from in- 
side the slots. The 
struts are made 
from 2 in. strips 
1} in. wide grooved 
on each side to. : 
a depth of } in.,and Fig. U1. 
ys i. in width. The angles at which the 
grooves are cut (sec A, Fig. IT.) are but slight 
—about ten degrees, not more than one-third of 
that shown in the sketch. When they have 
been fixed in position, strips of 1 in. in thickness 
and $in. wide should be laid on the front of 
them to finish the appearance and prevent the 
slides from falling out (see cccc, Fig. I.), 
If carefully made it should be very strong, and 
I think all lanternists will agree as to its 
artistic uses, but there are one or two disad- 
vantages which in my case have cropped up, 
but then this is the way with most things. 

As soon as the gas was lighted in the room 
the effect from the outside was gorgeous, 
especially as most of my slides were coloured. 
Presently I heard a knock at the door, and 
learned that the church curate wanted to know 
whether I felt inclined to give a lantern show 
to the charity for—I forget, but it was as much 
sense as sending out hair curlers for the ladies 
of the Fiji Islands. I replied that I was not 

8B 
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BRIN’S OXYGEN 
To ensure good quality, buy only from the Brin Companies or their accredited Agents. 

ADDRESSES :— 

BRIN’S OXYGEN Co,, Ltd., 34, VICTORIA S8t., WESTMINSTER, S.W. 
(Worke— ne Horseferry Road, s.w 

MANCHESTER OXYGEN Co., Ltd., GT. MARLBORO’ St, MANCHESTER, 
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN Co., Ltd., SALTLEY WORKS, BIRMINGHAM 

CHARLES LETTS’S 
gare PHOTOGRAPHERS” DIARY. "S::' 4* Blot. 

Will contain a LOT OF NEW MATTER, and 

Tables for Amateurs and Professionals. 
CHARLES LETTS & Co., 3, Royal Exchange. 

Sold by DAWBARN & WARD, 6, Farringdon Avenue. 

CHADWICKS “No. 2° OPTICAL LANTERN 
With LEACH’S LANTERN MICROSCOPE. 

“No. 2” LANTERN, 
With 43-in. Patent Triple Con- 

denser, Interchangeable Objectives, 
Mechanical Stage for Jet, 

£6 10s. 
Cabinct, 15s.; extra Objectives, 
any focus, 20s. each; Jets, 20s. 
and 25s, with Chadwick’s Counter- 

sunk Nozzle. 

New Oil Lamps, specially made for 
our Patent Triple Condenser, 16s. 

Vertical Attachment, £3. 

LEACH’S 
LANTERN MICROSCOPE, 
Complete with Polariscope Fittings, 
Alum Trough, and Mahogany Cahbi- 
net, £9. Powers and Prisms extra. 

W. I. CHADWICK, 2, ST. MARY’S ST., MANCHESTER. 
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THE “ CLYDESDALE” OPTICAL LANTERN. 
HIS Lantern has now been in the market for over six 

years, and bas been improved on from time to time, 

and is now pronounced the MOST COMPLETE 

LECTURE LANTERN in the market. The Body is made 

of well-seasoned mahogany, and’ well lined with iron and 

Russian iron top. The Lantern is well ventilated and has 

stood well the test of the past. The “ Clydesdale”’ bas long 

Focussing Screw and Leather Bellows, with a range of Focus 

from two inches to twelve inches. The “ Clydesdale’ has 

several novel and useful arrangements, one of which consists 

in the back of the Bellows moving forward, and can be fixed 

in-any position between the Lens and Condenser. This 

allows of any object, such as tank, to he exhibited. This 

arrangement is much better than the clumsy way of witb- 

drawing the Bellows from the Lantern, and leaving the 

Bellows Frame in front of the Condenser, which frame 

keeps the object to be exhibited about 13 inches or more 

from the Condenser. -As the Condenser in the “ Clydesdale” 

is left entirely clear, the object can be put as close as desired. 

Again, the ‘ Clydesdale” has a Revolving Slide Holder, 

which loads from the top. ‘The Slide is put into the Holder 

in its upright position, and is then standing right before the 

cye of the operator. ‘lhe process forms a kind of panoramic 

effect when being revolved into position. The “ Clydesdale” 

can be had with Oil Lamp, Limelight, or Incandescent Gas 

Burner. The “ Clydesdale” will be more extensively in the 

market this season, and intending purchasers would do well 

to ask their dealers to see the ‘‘ Clydesdale ” before deciding. 

Price of Revolving Silde Holder to fit any Lantern, Post free 4s. 

“Clydesdale” Adapter with Incandescent Gas Burner 

(Welsbach System), and three extra Mantles, Post free 3Q0s.- 

Price of “Clydesdale” Optical Lantern! from SG 

J. B. CAMPBELL, 
Maker to the Trade, 

163, Renfield Street, GLASGOW. 

Crown 8vo., 278 pp. 

NOW READY. 

LIST OF ENTIRELY NEW 

LANTERN SLIDE SETS 
For Season 1894 & 1895. 

SENT POST FREE ON DEMAND. 

G. W. WILSON & Co., Limited, 

2, St. Swithin Street, ABERDEEN. 

Square cr. 8vo, cloth, 68 illustrations, 3/6. 

OPTICS o PHOTOGRAPHY 
PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES, 

y J. TRAILL TAYLOR. 
London: WHITTAKER & CO., PaTERNOSTER SQUARE. 

es ae cele aa ES 

FOR LIMELIGHT EFFECTS 
THE DALTON COLD LACQUERS hare only to be poured ona 

clear piece of glass. They dry atonce. Can be had in al] shades. 

Transparent. Requires no heat. Used also for Metals. 

Can be had in 1s. bottles, pints, quarts, half-gallons, and gallons. 
Black Lacquer is admirable fer applying cold to metals, &c. 

Trade Terms on Abp-tcatton. 

INVENTORS AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS— 

THE DALTON MANUFACTURING CO., 

12, Norfolk Street, Ardwick, Manchester. 

Price 3/6. 

THE BOOK OF THE LANTERN. 
By T. C. HEPWORTH, FCS. 

Practical Guide to the Working of the Optical (or Magic) Lantern—either as an’ 

Educational Instrument, for 

Photographers. 
Exhibition Purposes, or as an Enlarging Apparatus for 

With Full and Precise Directions for Making and Colouring Lantern Pictures. 

London: 

Hazell, Watson & Viney, Ltd., 1, Creed Lane, B.C. 

OXYGEN, OXYGEN, OXYGEN, ALSO HYDROGEN 
(COMPRESSED. IN CYLINDERS). 

The BEST and PUREST is supplied by WAL 

Special terms to large consumers and the trade, w 
firm. 
requisite necessary for Lanterns. 

TER TYLER, at 2 much lower price than any other 

ho can purcha3e Regulators, Cylinders, Gauges, and every 

On account of great increase of this business, WALTER TYLER has 

purchased the extensive premises No. 94, Waterloo Rd., in addition to 48 & 50, Waterloo Rd.,S.E. 
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inclined to undertake it. Later on, a school- 
master wanted my price list for slides, with 
best rate of discount. I remarked that I did 
not deal in slides. Others came and asked for 
terms for colouring slides, and so on, one 
individual even asking me to lend bim a jet, as 
his roared, and he had to commence an enter- 
tainment in the vicinity in a quarter of an hour. 
I was much annoyed with the numerous calls 
that I had for a few days, until one evening the 
beer cask being empty | sallied forth to get some 
for supper. I discovered that with a good 
light inside the room my house was quite a 
mark, for a number of people had come as close 
to the window as practicable in order to see my 
slides. 

I then speedily realised the disadvantage of 
having a window screen of lantern slides in the 
front of the house, and quickly adapted it to 
one of the windows in the back. However, it 
shows that, if one goes about it in a proper 
manner, one can soon get a little trade together ; 
and if I decide to go into the slide dealing 
business, the first thing that I shall do will be 
to have a large window screen made, capable of 
holding a good supply of attractive slides. 

— :0:——_ 

The Apparatus with which 

| make Oxygen Gas. 

By R. W. J. Leicester (Gawber, AUSTRALIA), 

I HAVE pleasure in submitting to the readers of 
the Oprican Macic LANTERN JOURNAL, a sketch 
of the apparatus which I find particularly handy 
when making oxygen gas. In Australia we have 
not got the great facilities which one 
has in England, where by sending, at 
the most, a few miles one can _ get 
their cylinder filled at short notice. Here in 
Australia it is a common thing for one to make 
his own supply, and the following is what I 
have found most convenient for the purpose. 
Fig. I. is a round tin six inches deep, and eight 
inches wide. The opening (a) in the side is for 
the purpose of admitting a spirit lamp (Fig. II). 
At the bottom of the tin is soldered a piece of 
wire (B), which serves to keep the lamp in its 
proper place. (c)is a small L piece to steady the 
retort. Tig. I1I. shows the lamp and retort in 
position. I find that it works splendidly; the 
flame from the spirit lamp spreads until it 
covers the whole of the bottom of the retort, 
and this causes every particle of the chlorate of 
potash to be utilised. There is no rush of gas, 
but everything works smoothly and pleasantly. 

Of course the flame increases as_ the spirit gets 
warmed up, and when done with the flame can 
be blown out, and the whole apparatus put 
away in a very short time. I have tried,several 

methods of making my gas, but find this the 
best. It is surprising how little a quantity of 
spirit is used, and, as everyone will be aware, 
there is neither smell or dirt with this kind of 
flame. 

———10: : 

*Modern Optica! IIlusions.— No. IV. 

By Epmunp H. Wixi, 
Of the late Royal Polytechnic Institution. 

(Continued from p. 187.) 
THE most effective illusions have been the 
result of extremely simple appliances, and those 
I have previously described will sufficiently 
illustrate this. Both the ‘‘ Ghost” and ‘‘ Metem- 
psychosis ”’ owe their origin to reflection at an 
angle of forty-five degrees. 

This we shall find to be the case with almost 
all the illusions which can be termed purely 
and simply, optical. It is the ‘‘ Mystic Angle” 
to which they all owe their success, and in 
looking over those effects I hope to treat of 
presently, J still find the same thing in almost 
every case. The reason for this is sutticiently 
obvious, when we consider that the object of an 
optical illusion is either to lead the beholders 
to imagine they see something which is really 
not before them, or to induce them to suppose 
that they are gazing into an empty space or 
room, when it contains some object hidden from 
their sight by illusory means. 

A reflector placed at an angle of forty-five 
degrees answers both of these purposes ; in the 
Ghost illusion the objects were reflected from 
below, in Metempsychosis from the side, and in 
“The Modern Delphic Oracle’? an object is 
concealed by reflection from another quarter, 
which we will not enter into until after 
viewing the whole affair from the front of the 
stage. Here is a little illusion of the simplest 
character. In the suburbs of Brussels stands 

* All rights reserved, The illustrations in these articles 
are copyright. 
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a ‘picture gallery known as the Musee Wiertz, 

containing a collection of pictures painted by 

one man only. During his life M. Wiertz was 

very generally considered to be a madman, and 

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger. 

One of the principal illusions we have now to 

deal with was first produced at the old Poly- 
technic Institution under the title of ‘‘ The 

Modern Delphic Oracle,’ and when all the 

Fig. XII. 
when he offered the whole of his paintings to | 

the Belgian Government, on the condition of a 

suitable building for their reception and exhi- 
bition being built, his offer was refused. 

At his death it was renewed by his executors, 

and the authorities this time accepted the 
terms, and hence the Musee Wiertz. 

Besides the pictures are one or two little 
optical effects, one of which struck the writer 

as worth remembering. 
i ‘About five feet above the ground there is an 
oval hole in a screen, and above this a notice 
requesting visitors to put their faces into this 
orifice. On doing so one is surprised and indeed, 
for the moment, unpleasantly shocked by ob- 
serving immediately opposite a very misshapen 
little hunchback, whose face is that of the 

spectator himself. 
The explanation is very simple. A painting 

in high relief of the hunchback is placed on the 
inside of the screen, leaving a hole where the 
face should be, and the visitor unconsciously 
finishes the picture by placing his own features 
in the vacant space, at the same time viewing 
the whole in a looking glass placed immediately 
opposite. 

circumstances, such as allowance for loss of 
light by reflection, proper angles, and appro- 
priate scenery and accessories have been taken 
into favourable consideration, the result is very 
puzzling. 

On the rise of the main curtain in the small 
theatre, the entrance toa Greek building or temple 
was discovered (Fig. XII.) the principal portion 
of the scenery being flat, with small entrance 
porch about 12 feet square in the centre flanked 
on either side by columns, and approached by two 
or three steps. This entrance was closed by a 
curtain being drawn across ; and presently, after 
a few bars of music, this was drawn aside, and 
an ancient Athenian nobleman walked down the 
steps on to the front of the stage, the curtain 

| being drawn across again as he descended. 

His appearance betokened advanced age, his 
garments spoke wealth, and his step was full of 
dignity. 

After burning perfumes in a brazier, he in- 
voked the spirits of deceased celebrities, amongst 
others, Socrates, when, the curtain rolling back, 
the head of the sage appeared floating in space 
in the centre of the small temple. When 
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Socrates had treated the audience to “a taste of 
his quality,” the curtain closed him out and 
others appeared in the same place. One enter- 
tainment given by the aid of this apparatus was 
entitled ‘‘ Shakespeare and his Creations,” and 
consisted in the successive appearances of a 
number of heads of characters from the great 
dramatist’s works. 

After the exhibition of each head, the curtain 
was drawn across to conceal the change, and 
finally, the noble Greek made his exit passing 
through the spot where the heads had appeared, 
thus showing that no apparatus of any kind 
existed there. One peculiarity abows these heads 
was their solidity ; there was not the slightest 
doubt about that, and it could be plainly seen 
that the head cast a shadow on the wall behind. 

The mode of working this illusion was ver 
simple, and the sectional view, Fig. XIII., 
almost explains itself. 

= NE REE SS 
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Fig. XII. 
It willbe seen that the whole of the necessary 

apparatus really consists of a large mirror in- 
clining backwards at the top at an angle of 45 
degrees to the stage, the bottom edge of the 
reflector being against the front wall of the 
chamber. In the centre of the mirror a round 
piece is cut out just sufficiently large to allow 
the passage of a human head when made up 
with wig, beard, and a collar or ruffle of some 
description round the neck, this latter being 
for the purpose of completely concealing the 
edge of the glass. 

When the mirror was in position the specta- 
tors imagined they were looking into an empty 
apartment, straight to the back wall, as the 
mirror reflected the ceiling in that position, and 
the actor’s head, having been previously thrust 
through the opening in the glass, appeared to 
be floating in space, as his body was invisible, 
being hidden by the reflector. 

To enable the Greek to walk in and out of the 
Temple, the mirror was built on runners at the 
top and bottom and was pulled off the scene, out 
of the way, while the curtain hid the small apart- 
ment from view, and when again withdrawn, the 
space being clear, the actor could walk through. 
The shadow of the head was not brought about 
by any cunning contrivance, but was simply the 
result of natural laws. 

If we throw a diffused light on a mirror at 
an angle, a patch of light will be reflected at a 
corresponding angle exactly the same shape as 
the mirror, aud if we spread out our fingers over 
the glass we shall see a dark mark exactly 
corresponding to the shape of the hand upon the 
image of the reflector. Therefore, if we throw a 
light upon the large mirror used in the illusion, 

| the light will be directly reflected on to the 
ceiling illuminating the whole of it with the 
exception of a small round spot in the middle 
corresponding to the spot in which the piece is 
cut out in the mirror, for as this portion possesses 
no reflecting quality no light can be reflected 
by it. 

The ceiling being then reflected to form the 
back of the Temple the small spot of darkness 
appears in the centre just behind the head, and 
if a light is moved to and fro in front of the 
head the shadow follows it and produces a 
natural effect sufficient to throw the most 
expert illusionist off the scent. 

One of the subjects illustrated by this form of 
apparatus was known as “The Cherubs floating 
in the Air” and represented five cherubs grouped 
according to the celebrated picture by Sir 
Joshua Reynolds, the little heads and wings 
apparently floating in space. Unlike most 
optical illusions, all these effects were produced 
on a brilliantly illuminated stage, and I think I 
may safely assert were extremely popular. 

At various times we have seen at shows and 
various places of public entertainment an adap- 
tation of this principle, which, although in the 
main is a copy of our last illusion, goes yet still 
further and possesses an important improve- 
ment,which renders it very puzzling when first 
viewed. 
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In the room of exhibition a barrier is placed ; 

about eight or nine feet in advance of a hand- 

some gilt picture frame, which apparently 

hangs upon the wall, but which instead of con- 

taining a picture is closed in by a curtain. 

After an introductory discourse by the exhibitor 

explaining illusions generally, which is carefully | 

worded to distract the attention of visitors and 

confuse their ideas generally, the curtain is 
drawn aside and the interior of the frame 
appears as in Tig. XIV. 

It contained a small oblong square chamber 
across which from side to side extended three | 

brass rods, the centre one being quite in the : 
middle of the wall, the top one a little higher up - 
and slightly in the rear, and the bottom one a 
little below and in advance of the middle row. 
Thus the three rods formed a shelf sloping down- 

wards towards the front, and upon this arrange- 
ment rested the head or rather the bust of a 
young lady, beautiful as flaxen wig, rouge, 
blane de perle, false teeth, skin tightener, etc., 

could make her, from which you will gather that 

she presented a very charming appearance in- 

deed, and had in all seriousness done her very 
best to render herself as illusory as possible; and 
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Fig. XIV. 

now, my present space being exhausted, I leave | 
you, dear sir, and respected madame in the 
company of this lady until our next. 

CO 
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Is the Lantern Played Out ? 

No. 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS. 

By Aary Jonnson, LL. A. (Author of '‘ Sunshine.’’) 

Masy writers in recent issues of the Macic 

LANTERN JouRNAL have spoken of the decline 

of lantern exhibitions in the public esteem. 

A change of attitude we all admit, but I am far 

from believirg the Jantern is played out. It is 

part of that wave which is passing over every 

department of life: we must either ride upon 

the wave, or be swallowed up. ‘‘ The old 

order changeth.” The lantern is not now in 

the position of some new idea which has never 

‘caught on”; on the contrary, it has hitherto 

enjoyed a most successful career, and now 

entering upon a new period of existence, 

may be said to be cutting its wisdom teeth. 

While slide-exhibitors pure and simple are 

| deploring the want of interest in the old lantern 

shows, it is winning its way into the day 

schools and evening classes, with what result 

remains to be seen. 

The mere purckase 
of a lantern by no 

means ensures success. 
« Exit the showman— 

WV 
enter the lecturer,” 

x Ss by no means covers 

ANN ne the case. <A lantern 

| lecture may be made 
SS i dull as th S| quite as dull as the 

\ \\ KS driest of school-books, 
Ki] but the field is open to 
me the man or woman 

z who can strike the 

K happy medium. We 
oa ; 
US| must move with the 

se i lread he Kea times. Already tne 
SS : (S| coloured daubs which 
ee we laughed at in 

LS} infancy have given 

IT. ne place to the highest 
productions of photo- 
graphy. The lantern 

has been redeemed from 

tke taunt of plaything 
to rank with the micro- 
scope and telescope. 

Having read and heard so much about the 

decline of the lanterv, I lately interviewed an 

East End lecturer as to his experience. ‘‘I can 

always get a crowded house in the East Knd,” 

OK Rt ‘herond : 
ly 
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EASTMAN’S 
BROMIDE PAPERs. 

For Enlarging and Contact Printing by Daylight or Artificial Light. 

HIGHEST REPUTATION. NO GREENISH TINT. NO CHALKINESS. 

UNEQUALLED FOR PERMANENCY OF IMAGE. 

UNRIVALLED FOR KEEPING QUALITY. 

The Eastman Company were the first to make Bromide work simple and popular, and their papers have been the Standard Papers since’ first manufactured, 
and still lead all others. 

The output from the Eastman factories is double that of any two manufacturers combined—a sure proof of its popularity—and the demand is increasing yearly. 
Unsurpassed for uniformity and richness of emulsion. 
Invaluable for making quick proofs from wet negatives. 
The best paper on the market for enlarging; rapid, clean, and easy to manipulate. 

What Experts say: 
“I have been using some of your Bromide, bought in 1889 or 1890, and opened for at least three years. It is admirable. 
“This is the finest paper we have met with since we started Bromide printing.” 
“Your Bromide paper is the best of any I have tried, and I have tried almost all English makes.” 
“T have used your Bromide paper for seven years, and it is all that can 

be desired.” 

Descriptive Booklet sent post free on application. 

E A S f M A Photographic Materials Co. Ltd. 
115=117 Oxford St., London, W. 

PARIS: 4 Place Vendome. ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A., 
Eastman Kodak Co. 

= 
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xX¥Y You YAKE AN INTEREST 

in Optical Lanterns, Apparatus and Slides, ask your Dealer to 

supply you with the latest Catalogue (just published), beautifully 

bound in red cloth cover, containing 434 pages, and more than 100 

illustrations of Lanterns, Apparatus, and Mechanical Slides. If you 

cannot procure it from your Dealer, write direct to A. B. C., c/o Messrs. 

Truslove & Bray, Knight’s Hill Road, West Norwood (the printers 

of the Catalogue), enclosing 1s. 6d., when a copy will be forwarded, 

post free, and the name and address given of a Dealer in your 

district, through whom you can purchase the goods. 

The Insert sent with this Journal this month is a re-production 

on a very small scale of 96 of the pages from the Catalogue. 

The manufacturers of the goods (who have supplied the 

Trade for over 78 years) are strictly wholesale, and, therefore, cannot 

allow their names and address to appear in this advertisement, but 

any bondi-fide Dealer who does not know them can obtain their 

address by writing for it, enclosing his business card, to the address 

before mentioned, when a copy of the Catalogue will be forwarded 
free of charge, and discounts quoted. 

Please see that you get the insert with your copy of this 

month’s ‘* Optical Magic Lantern Journal.” 

NEW PORTABLE COLLAPSIBLE SKELETON SINGLE LIMELIGHT LANTERN Patent.) 
> 
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Size 6} x 63 x 7 inches. Price complete, with three different foci, front lenses, and best ox, 

hydrogen mixed gas jet, &9 Qs. Od. Can be purchased from all dealers. 

STOCKS?’ 
PATENT LAMP FOR OPTICAL MAGIC LANTERNS 

Is the MOST POWERFUL. 

te 

cory or CERTIFICATE OF TEST. 

“This is to certify that 1 have this day tested one of Stocks’ Patent. 

Oil Lamps for Optical Lanterns, and find that the light given by it is equal to 

109 Stsndard Candle-power; also that the multiple flame is very compact, 

and when used in a Lantern, a very evenly-illuminated disc of great brilliancy 

and purity is produced, far exceeding that of the ordinary 4-wick lamps. 

“ October 10th, 1894. (Signed) W. J. COLES, A.M.I.C.E.” 

These Patent Stocks’ Lamps, of 109 Candle-power, can be 

purchased from all Dealers PRICE 28s. each. 
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BOOK ON THE MAGIC LANTERN. Contains complete instructions. | Cloth Cover. PRICE 6a. 

ESTABLISHED J J CATALOGUE 
TRADE MARK. 

1852. POST FREE. 

“OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS suited For DRAWING ROOM aND LECTURE HALL 
Limelight may be adapted without alteration at an extra cost of 16]- 

Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions. The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination with rack and pinion. It is fitted toa telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining incrcased focal accommodation. The Conuenser is composed of two plano-convex lens of 4 inches diameter, The refulgent lamp has 3 wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture. Each iscomplete in box. 

Student's Lantern (to Mahogany outside Japanned Metal Body, take demonstrating Russian Iron Body, aig Her ian Body. Japanned a or Slade tank) with Brass Sliding Tubes, Slidine Cub, Metal Stages, and Moulded Base 30s. Brass Sliding Tubes, lang Paves, Sliding Tubes, : , Fs, 45s. 50s. 52s. 105s. 

“OPTIMUS” BI-UNIAL LANTERN. — cin<°Rcrer. 
ee The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp. I/- eac 

PLAIN Seasoned Mahogany Body, Four Panelled Doors, Achromatic ’ Photographic Front Lenses, 4-inch Compound Condensers, 1/6 each Brass Stages and Sliding Tubes... se ae ae -- £10 10 0 
COLORED, 

bb ”) FOR 

Os OPTIMUS” TRIPLE LANTERN. = came Chur. 
REGULATORS, Seanad, Mahonany Dats Si Faneled Doors, ornament 
»» PRESSURE GAUGES. graphic Front Lenses, 4-inch Compound Condensers .. .. £17 10 0 

“OPTIMUS” 100 GANDLE-POWER LAMP 
ror PROJECTION LANTERN. 

Price, Three Wicks 2in. wide, with Chimney Si - complete 25s. each. 

If supplied with above Lanterns ee a ei ae extra 12s. ,, 

MR. THOMAS BOLAS in “ Photographic Work,” says: “The light certainly 

surprised us . . . the brightness—and, above all, the whiteness—of the disc, 

recalling a limelight, while that smell of paraffin which, in greater or less intensity, 

seems the inevitable accompaniment of the oil lantern could not be noticed by us.” 
4 

NATURE, November 3oth, 1893—" Lanternists will be glad to learn that Perken, 

Son and Rayment have introduced a new oil lamp, possessing three times the candle- 

gissecenueae power of those hitherto used for lantern projection. For small audiences the lamp 

“OPTIMUS” ETHO-OXYCEN SAFETY SATURATOR. 
With specially constructed mixed Jet, 7O/= 

Frederick E, Ives, of Colour Photography fame, said in a 
recent address:—‘‘In my opinion the best of these inside-lantern 
Saturators yet produced is that of Perken, San and Rayment, ot 
London. .. Itwill not become unduly heated in the lantern, as 
some of the others might, and is a model of compactness and 
convenience. I think somuch of it that I have adopted it for my 
own use." 

Extract from British Journal of Photography. “ Perken, Son & 
Rayment, of Hatton Garden, London, had the honour of displaying 
their new Safety Saturator for optical lantern illumination before 
the members of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, in 
Albemarle-street, Piccadilly, on Friday evening.. The instrument 
was shown in a bi-unial lantern, one Saturator supplying the two 
jets. The light was switched off and on from the upper to the lower 
lantern, and vice versa with great rapidity. Several members of the 
company present themselves manipulated the instrument, and 
expressed their great satisfaction at the simplicity and per- 
fect success of the dissolving arrangement. By way of ex- 
periment, one or two gentlemen tried to snap out the light, but were 
gratified to find it quite impossible so to do.” 

PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, *.tayen.ce, * LONDON. 

ee ! will suit a lecturer’s purpose quite as well as the limelight.” 
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ROBERT H. CLARK’S 
“SPECIAL” LANTERN. 

The ‘' Special’ Lantern has a japanned body with dome shape top, spring 

slide holder, japanned sliding tubes with brass O.G. It has a 4-in. plano-convex 

compound condenser, and double combination achromatic front lens, with rack 

and pinion adjustment. PRICE Complete in Travelling Case— * 

With 3 (2-in.) wick Lamp .. 22/- | With 4 (2-in.) wick Lamp .. .. 24/- 

ROBERT H. CLARK’S 

NEW “STANDARD” LANTERN. 
Complete in Travelling Case— 

With 3 (2-in.) wick Lamp .. ..  -- 24/- 
» 4(2-in,) wick Lamp .. .. .- 26/- 

TESTIMONIAL. 
35, Hartland Road, West Ham, Essex, 

Octoter: 25th, 1993. 
DEAR Mr. CLark,—Am elad to inform yon that the 

“ Standard’ Lantern sent me gave every satisfaction, 
both as to brilliancy of picture and crisp definition, at 
our lecture last Thursday evening to an audience of 
close upon 500. I cannot too highly extol the make and 
finish of goods sent from your establishment. 

Faithfully yonrs, 
JAMES A. SPARKES. 

ROBERT H. CLARK'S 

NEW RUSSIAN IRON LANTERN 
As supplied to the“ Silver Star’ Society. 

(Earl Compton, President.) 

Price 7Os. For full description see Catalogue. 

The following important Testimonial has been received from the Hon. Sec. to the “ Silver Star’’ Society :— 

“My Dear Sir,—After having used your Lanterns at over 300 lectures in all parts of London and the Suburbs, and various country towns 

and villages, it gives me much pleasure to say, that they have given us the greatest possible satisfaction.. Yours faithfally, WALTER 8. Rossins.” 

CHROMO-LITHO. SLIDzS. Each Set contains 12 Slides (31 by 31) and is packed in neat box. : 

Splendidly Coloured. Price 4/- per set. 3 sets fori11/9. 6 sets for 23-. 12 sets for 45/-. 

Life of Ohrist, 2 Sets John Gilpin Bingen on the Rhine Lifeboat Heroes : 

Parable of the Prodigal Son Dick Whittington Precocious Piggies Utopia 

Yhe Pilgrim's Progress Mother Hubbard The Pilot’s Story Pussy’s Road to Ruin 

The Oalculating Cobbler Pomuey’s Joys and Sorrows Jacky Marlingspike On the Brink: A Tale of Monte 

Overland Route to India, 2 Sets Jackdaw of Rheims The Educated Cats Carlo 

The Emigrant’s Voyage Robinson Orusoe, 2 Sets House that Jack Built Chinese Life 
The Arctic Expedition Jack and the Beanstalk Ali Baba Scenes from Pickwick, &. 
Continental Views Aladdin or the Wonderful Lamp, Punch and Judy Puss in Boots 

Views of London, 2 Sets _ “" 2 Sets Poor Jereimi The Dwarf Longnose 

Natural History, 2 Sets a .. Sinbad the Sailor Curfew must not ring to night The Caliph Stalk 

Natural Phenomena, 2 Scts Cinderella, 2 Sets Bob the tireman Little Muck : or The Wonderfut 

Fun’s Edition of the Poets Jack the Giant Killer Doya and Monks of St. Bernard Shoes 

Red Riding Hood Gulliver’s fravels Life in the Arctic Region The Phantom Ship 

Elephant’s Revenge Life of Joseph . Canadian Life: Effect Slides, 3 Sets 
Tiger and Tub Views of Palestine Old London and Our Ancestors Settler’s Life amongst Indians 

Swiss Family Robinson Neilie’s Prayer Life on Board an Ocean Palace Adventures with Wild DGeasts 

Reuben Davidger Cash Three (Temperance) Life in the Scudan Discovery of America by Colum- 

Mischievous Tommy Reynard the Fox Celebrated Piaces of the World bus 

History of a Chicken ‘Lhe Arctic Circle Pictures from the New Testa- How Sissie saved Her Father 

Comic Characters Western Pioneers and Indian ment (Termperance) . 
Paul and Virginia Warfare Romeo and Juliet The Village Blacksmith 

Pictures from the Old Testament Life in Africa Life with the Colours Beauty and the Beast 

Blue Beard Santa Claus Victoria Cross Heroes Children in the Wood 

The Slaves of Drink Marley’s Ghost Jane Conquest 

A copy of the reading free with each set of Slides. Lecture Books containing readings for the Chromo-Litho. Slides 1/-. Post Free 1/2. 

Special Sets of 12 Chromo-Litho. Slides, Celebrated American Views, etc., price 3/- per set, or 4 sets 11s.; Miscellaneous 

Subjects, price 2,6 per set. or four sets for 9/6; New Sets of 48 Slides, illustrating the Life of Frederick the 

Great and the Emperor William I., price 11/- per set, or the two sets 20/—; Full size Changing Comic Slipping 

Slides in mahogany frames, 6/6 per dozen; Lever Action Slides from 1/6 each; Rackwork (including Chroma- 

tropes) 2/6each ; Best quality Double Motion Interchangeable Chromatropes, price 4/3 ; extra Discs from Gd. pair. 

A SPLENDID COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES. Plain, 6d. Hand-painted, 1s. 

This series includes—Bible Pictures, Temperance Stories, Humorous Sets, Scenery, Portraits, Statuary, Hymns, «c. 

THE LARGEST VARIETY OF CHURCH SERVIOE SLIDES IN THE COUNTRY. 

The New Amtwrerp Exhibition Sets on Sale or MFBire. 

The New “ Lightning’ Double Carrier Frames, best quality, 1s. 3d. Second quality, 1s. Post Free 3d. extra. 

Lecturer’s Reading Lamp with Flash Shutter, showing Red Light Signal, price 2s. 6d. Carriage paid 3s. 

SMALL MAGIC LANTERNS to burn Mineral (Paraffin) Oil, from 1s. SLIDES from 5d. per doz. 

New and Enlarged Catalogue, with many reductions in price, gratis and post free, on application to— 

ROBERT H. CLARK, Wholesale Optician, Royston, HERTS. 

ra 
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said he. When questioned as to his method, he 
said Natural History was the greatest success. 
Did he treat it scientifically? The children © 
come to look at the pictures, said he, and it is 
my fault if they don’t get the science. I learnt 
from another source that that was just the 
charm of his lectures—a charm which, I think, 
the school with its rigorous examination code 
will in all probability have to forego. Happy the 
lecturer who can thus use his slides to carry 
home some point of interest—miserable the 
lecturer who puts in a picture and calls outa long 
Latin or Greek name! No! Leaving scientific 
slides out of account altogether, let the slides 
of some interesting story ‘be passed through the 
lantern in succession without a word of context, 
what is the result ?—Weavriness and yawning. 
Here is the secret, then—the story behind. 

It is here that the lanternist who leaves the 
old path finds himself at sea in his endeavours 
to raise the status of his entertainment. He 
cannot bridge the gulf between the story-slides 
and, say, an experiment which can perform 
eqaally well. 
- What we want is a middle course between 
(say) ‘‘ Dick and the Donkey” and the scienti- 

. which you take a ‘cal interest. 

tic lecture, where the slides are regarded by the |; 
lecturer as a scrt of compromise required by the 
democratic nature of his audience in order to 
distinguish it as a ‘“‘ Popular’ lecture. But, say 
our would-be lecturers, ‘‘ We can’t do anything 
scientific in an hourorso.”’ Granted; then make 
a popular course of not more than three or four ; 
lectures, and it will be found that the interest 
will grow with each lecture. Don’t go in for 
diagrams and technicalities. We have no 
right to trade upon a child’s good-will and 
forbearance after having enticed him or her to 
come for amusement. Children are ever ready 

' tism and 

don’t want a second edition of school, and are : 
apt to regard your well meant efforts as ‘“‘ over. 
tume”’ if you fail to be interesting. While they 
manifest the greatest good-will and patience in 
listening to an explanation ofa slide or experi- 

9 

it the last moment, my advice is—Don't attempt 
anything of the kind. 
Every exhibitor should have a lantern of his 

own, even if it be of the most homely description, 
so long as it will answer to try over the various 
experiments at home ere they are shown in 
public. Without some such practice it is 
impossible to become an expert operator. Then 
as to choice of experiments. It is scarcely 
possible to go wrong; there is not a branch of 
science which does not lend itself to this method 
of presentment; therefore select the one in 

Probably 
Natural History would offer the easiezt course 
for a beginner, a3 so many slides are already in 
the market. So much is known by the public 
generally about plants and animals, and so much 
more is within easy access both as to information 
and slides (including micros), that a fund of 
information, not forgetting anecdotes, could 
readily be put in shape for illustration. 

Physical sciences. Here a little more pre- 
paration is necessary; a little more skill also 
1s required in manipulation, but the gain 
even to one’s,self is greater. Matter in its 
varied forms, and under the action of various 
forces. Chemistry, sound, light, heat, magne- 

electricity, are excellent subjects; 
but above all things do not follow the 
order of the text-books; take cross- 
sections as it were, which will bring in various, 
sciences in their interdependence. This.as a 
general rule, however, in isolated lectures is not: 
always practicable. 

Another suggestion I would make is, always be 
up to date. Take a wrinkle from journalism. 
For example, there has been much tall of late 
about flying machines. Now an- ‘“up-to- 
date’’ lanternist would have taken advantage 

to learn, at least so I have found them; but they . of the occasion to have obtained from the 
periodicals or other source, slides of the latest 
forms of these, and would’ have worked back- 
wards through the rude attempts of man to fly, 
to the principles upon which aérial flight depends,, 

' comparing the flying machine with the balloon, 

ment, don’t venture to make it the text of a . 
sermon. 

I have frequently been asked to draw up 
some lecturettes for the lantern on scientific 
subjects, but am not sure that this is the best . 
way. If you want to make your lecture a 
success, you must take a little trouble and must 
not expect to get up the whole thing in the half- 
hour before the lecture, referring to the book as 
to how the experiments are to be made while 

the audience is waiting. You cannot read your 
lecturette as you would a story; and to those 
who have to hire a lantern and possibly receive 

: copy. 

u 

and showing in what respects the former has 
the advantage, and how the same general 
principles are better exemplified in the flight 
of birds, pointing out the hollow bones and their 
admirable adaptations, which we can but faintly. 

He would have deigned to notice in 
passing the boy’s kite and the details upon 
which its success depends. 

(To be continued). 
Ir must be very gratifying to Messrs. Perken, Son and 

; Rayment to hear that Archdeacon Shears who, after 
' experimenting with saturators, says: “T have come to 
: the conclusion that the ‘Optimus’ isthe best.... My. 
grounds of preference are safety, brilliancy, and silence.” 
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The Enlarging Lantern of 

the Manchester Amateur Photo- 

graphic Society. 

One of the two rooms occupied by the Man- 
chester Amateur Photographic Society, in 
Brazennose Street, is fitted up as a dark room 
in a manner luxurious enough to cause infinite 
envy to any amateur, being supplied with all 
the necessaries, and even temptation of a 
free ‘‘ hypo” supply. In this room—says Mr. 
J. H. Seed, in the official organ of the Society— 
opposite to the sink, a bench is permanently 
fastened to the wall and floor, and serves as a 
stand for the enlarging lantern. At the right- 
hand end, a small gap intervening between the 
end of the bench and wall. On the wall is 
fastened a board, lying vertically with and 
transversely to the plane of the bench, and 
the plane of which is at right angle to the axis 
of the optical combination of the lantern, and 
which fulfils the purpose of an easel to support 
the bromide or other paper, etc., to be operated 
on. 

On the bench are a couple of wooden rails 
(RR) of an inverted Y section, which allow the 
lantern to be moved easily, and without dis- 
turbing any of the extensions that may have 
been made. 

The lantern itself is externally a massive 
mahogany case, or, to be more correct, a couple 

the other a double plano-convex condenser of 
llinches diameter (CC), and the enlargirg 
objective (QO). The two portions are attached 
to each other by a couple of hooks and eyes, 
and this, together with the board supporting 
the objective (which is removable) permit the 
interior to be easily cleaned of dust, etc. 

In theory the illuminant should be a point ; 
in practice, in this case, it is an argand burner, 
giving a flame of about half-an-inch in diameter. 
There is also provision for the use of a blow- 
through jet, but if this is used the need of the 
five-inch condenser should be dispensed with. 
The light may .be moved nearer to or away 
from the small condenser, raised or lowered, or 
moved transversely. At the front end of this 
section a plano-convex ([) lens of five inches 
diameter is fixed, with the plane side to the 
light. The lenses of the larger condenser are 
_two plano-convex lenses, mounted with the 
convex side facing each other, and measuring 
41 inches from one plane side to the other. 
Immediately in front of this condenser a carrier 
(A) to hold the negative (or positive) to be 
enlarged, slides in grooves, and is lifted out by 
a small projecting rib on the top end. The 
carrier will hold negatives from 84 by 64 down 
through all the intermediate sizes to 8} by 31. 
Attached to a board, which fits in the front of 
the lantern and is fastened by a couple of 
turns, is the enlarging objective—a photographic 
symmetrical combination of the rapid class— 

: of 10Z inches equivalent focus. 
The lantern is constructed to 

allow of the back portion (BD) 
and the front portion (QO) being 
moved backwards and forwards, 
the front having an extension of 
1334 inches and the back 10 inches. 
By this means, the light, con- 
densers, and objective are all 
capable of adjustment to each other 
without disturbing the centres 

$ which are all in the same axis 
~ (XX). The purpose of this triple 

condensing system (DCC) is to 
enable a larger cone of rays from 
the light to be collected and passed 
through the objective. It would 

== be possible to enlarge with the 

of cases standing about 16 inches high, one of 
them, the smaller, about 12 inches long and 
about 12 inches wide, and the other about 
17 inches long and 14 inches wide. The small 
portion contains the illuminant (B) and a plano- 
convex lens ([—D) of five inches diameter, and 

: = argand burner and no condensers, 
but the light would have to be placed so far 
from the negatives to obtain even illumi- 
nation that the exposure would take days. 
Placing the light at two yards distancs, the 
relative proportion of the light on the centre 
and the margin are in the ratio of 1-005 
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to 1, a difference which may be disregarded ; but 
when the condensers are brought into use, the 
amount of light that can be utilised is more 
than 1,000 times that given by the light by 
itself—a difference that makes the condenser a 
necessity. The cone of light rays, which up to 
the time of reaching the condensers is diverging, 
passes through the condensers and then con- 
verges. The objective must be placed in sucha 
position, or must be of sufficient diameter to 
allow the whole of this cone to pass. If other- 
wise, the disc on the easel will be imperfect, 
either spoiled by colour or dark shadows. 

The law of conjugate foci, governs the 
position of the condenser and the objective. 
There is only one correct position for each 
degree of enlargement. The number of times 
the enlargement fixes the foci from the lens to 
the easel, and from the lens to the condenser, 
which gives the position of the objective. 
The focus from the condenser to the light is 
conjugate to that from the condenser to the 
lens, and thus decides the position of the light. 

Applying these points to practical purpose, 
the negative is given and also the degree of 
enlargement required. As an example,say from 
4-plate to 15 by 12. 

The argand in the lantern is lighted and 
adjusted to burn to its brightest, and should be 
pushed as near the five-inch condenser as it will 
go. The negative is placed in the carrier with 
the film upwards, and when placed in the lan- 
tern this will bring the film side facing the 
objective. 

It is presumed that the rails on which the 
lantern slides, are parallel with the edge of the 
table, otherwise the image will be larger at 
one side than the other. The front is now 
moved backwards and forwards till the image 
on the easel is distinct, it will probably be the 
wrong size, in which case, if too small, the 
whole lantern must be moved away from the 
easel, if too large, nearer to—the objective 
requiring re-focussing after each movement of 
the lantern. It will be found that the front of 
the lens will be about 36 inches from the easel 
and the extension of the front portion 44 inches. 
The distance between the double condenser and 
the small one and the light has still to be 
regulated. This is best effected by removing 
the carrier and then centering the light, so that 
it is brought into the axis of the optical portion, 
moving it up or down or sideways till the disc 
shows an equal amount of colour fringe or dark- 
ness circularly. The negative is removed from 
the carrier and the carrier replaced, and the 
back portion (BD) is moved backwards and 
forwards without disturbing the position of the 

central portion till the illumination on the easel 
is at its best. 

The extension of the back portion will be 
found to be six inches. In enlarging from 
1-plate to 15 by 12, the various distances are : 
front of lens to easel, 4 feet 2 inches; front 
extension, 3 inches ; back extension, 4 inches. 
By manipulating the parts in this order the foci 
of the objective are arranged, and then the 
focus between the light and the condenser is 
proportioned to the focus between the condenser 
and the objective. 

Some small improvement in the disc may be 
made by moving the light to and fro. The 
negative is replaced in the carrier and inserted 
in the lantern, and a final touch given to the 
sharpness by inserting a stop if necessary, 
and a final delicate focussing. The stop num- 
bered 16 or 20 appears to give the best result. 
All that remains is to put on the yellow glass 
cap, pin up the bromide paper, etc., withdraw 
the cap so many seconds or minutes, re-cap, 
remove the paper, develop the image, and the 
production of the ‘‘ beauty and joy for ever”’ is 
accomplished.- 

No data can be given for the exposure. The 
trial of a few sheets or strips of paper will give 
experience. 

A screen to assist in focussing can be made 
by taking an old negative, as dense as can be 
got, and ruling a series of lines with a penknife, 
both lengthways and across the plate, cutting 
the film so as to show clear glass. This is 
inserted in the carrier, and, when focussed, is 
taken out and replaced by the negative. 

In final, determine first the position of the 
objective and the large condenser, and then 
adjust the light and small condenser to their 
best position. 

20: 

Our Visits. 

Water TyrLer’s New PREMISES. 

A sHort time ago we announced the fact that 
Mr. Tyler had purchased the lease of new 
premises at 94, Waterloo Road. On the eve of 
their completion we were shown over the 
various rooms, and the special departments 

which were to be relegated to each pointed out. 
This branch of the large business at 48 and 50, 
Waterloo Road is intended principally in con- 
nection with the compressed gas department, 
although a number of lanterns and an 
exceptionally large supply of slides will also be 
on view. 
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_ Entering from the street we come into the 
shop proper, in the back portion of which is set 
out a fine slide gallery. Along one side of 
this are run rows of gas pipes with burners at 
short intervals, and in front of this a selection of « lise 

| a foot in diameter, surrounded by a thin ring of coloured and plain slides are arranged. With 
such good lighting the ‘effect is one which it | 

; sometimes be omitted. would be hard to describe. 
Down stairs in the basement is a very long | 

room which communicates by means of a lift 
with the street, and in this is stored a supply of 
filled and empty compressed gas bottles, which 
causes one to wonder where they can all possibly 
go to. Telephonic communication exists between 
this branch aud the head offices at number 48. 
Mr. Tyler will now have an opportunity of 
reducing his weight below twenty stone, as it is 
necessary that he take frequent trips between 
‘the two places, and the journey being too short 
to indulge in his usual method of locomotion 
(riding in a hansom cab), the exercise will 
doubtless have a tendency to reduce his 
avoirdupois. 

——:0:—_— 

The British Association at 
Oxford. 

A New Layrern EXPERIMENT. 

At the late meeting of the British Association 
at Oxford, M. A. Cornu, the celebrated French 
Physicist, read a paper before section A, entitled 
“A New Lecture Experiment, illustrating 
Babinet’s Principle,” which paper the Council 
afterwards resolved to publish in full in the 
annual volume of the proceedings of the British | 

Papers are so numerous at the | Association. 
British Association that they are usually officially | 
published only in abstract form. 

x 

| all . 
The accompanying cut shows the arrange- 

ment of the apparatus. A is an electric lantern 
with or without condensers, throwing a diverging 
beam of light through the small orifice in dia- 
phragm (B). The diaphragm (c) with its larger 
orifice, helps also to cut off scattered light outside 
the beam ; the light of the beam is then collected 
by the lens (p), and thrown upon the round 
opaque black disc, pasted on the left hand side 
of lens (£) ; this black disc receives and cuts off 
all the light of the image of the aperture in B. 

} Po 
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F is a projection lens, which however casts too 
small an image; this small image 1s then mag- 
nified by the double combination projection lens 
in the tube (c), and is received upon the screen 
(H), where the image is seen as a dark disc about 

light. One of these projection lenses may 

The conjugate foci of the lens (p) are the 
aperture in B and the opaque black disc on the 
lens (£). The conjugate foci of the combination 
(E F G), are the left hand surface of the lens (p), 
and the screen. The distance from the lantern 
to the screen was apparently between twenty 
and thirty feet. 

Little luminous points were seen on the dark 
disc on the screen; these were due to particles 
of accidental dust on the left face of the lens (Dp). 
Small objects, such as fern leaves, when stuck 
upon the face of p became luminous as repre- 
sented upon the screen, especially at their edges. 
M. Cornu cut a large piece of paper into a rough 
representation of a mountain with adjacent trees, 
and stuck it upon the face of the lens (D) ; upon 
the screen, as he remarked, the image resembled 
a mountain and pine forest, with the sun rising 
behind them. 

Mr. R. B. Clifton, Professor of Physics at 
Oxford University, congratulated M. Cornu on 
the way in which he had objectively illustrated 
his subject, and Mr. Glazebrook said that 
although Babinet’s principle had long been 

; taught in the colleges, he supposed that not any- 
one had previously seen the phenomenon so 
brilliantly illustrated as to be visible to a large 
number of people at one time. 

:0: 

“ Angling” the Lantern. 

By A. M. Hrppon. 

At first sight it would not appear that the 
relative positions of the lantern and the screen 
in the lecture-room is a subject capable of 
affording much matter for discussion or experi- 
ment. Toa certain extent this is true, because 
there is but one position for the lantern in 
which wholly satisfactory results can ‘be 
obtained. Unless the lantern is placed exactly in 
the centre of the screen, equidistant from 
its sides and midway between the top and 
bottom, or, to put it technically, with the axis 
of the lenses perpendicular to the centre of the 
screen, some distortion, trifling in many cases 
but still always present, must necessarily take 
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DARLINGTON’S HAND-BOOKS TO NORTH WALES OPTICAL LANTERN LECTURES, Co. 
With Boy ht Bartholomew, F.R.G.S., and By RALPH DARLINGTON, F.RG.S. 

essrs. W. & A. K. Johnston. : My Travels in Egypt ani Experiences on the Nile—150 Slides. 
Crown 8vo0., Extensively Illustrated. “Full Lists on Application, My Travels in Greece. Turkey and Asia Minor—100 Slides. 

DARLINGTON’'S NATURALIST SERIES. Across North A:rica—90 Slides. 

The Birds, Wild Flowers, Ferns, Mosses & Grasses of N. Wales, | Pompeii, Past and Present, and the Bay of Naples—80 Slides. 
By Ralph Darlington. F.R.G.S., F.R.B.S.. F.R-H.S. The Sights of Rome—50 Slides. 

Fuil Lists and Press Opinions on A pplication. Picturesque Italy: Past and Present—100 Slides. 

LLANGOLLEN: R. DARLINGTON & CO. Prospectuses and Terms for Juectures this winter on Application. 

LONDON : SUTTON, DROWLE &CO.; W.H-SMITH&SON, | R, DARLINGTON, Greenheys, Llangollen, North Wales. 
Railway Bookstalis and all Booksellers. 

9 2 7 2 

a amy = oO The ONWARD OPTICAL LANTERN Depot. 
ne THe - 124 & 126, PORTLAND STREET, MANCHESTER. 

: Se New COPYRIGHT Sets of 
TEMPERANCE SLIDES. 

Plain Slides, 1s. Coloured (First-class), 1s. 9d. 

Slides. | Slides. 
6 A Life History, Life Models. 14 Netta’s Rabbit, Life Models. 

6 The Hymn that bore him 21 Daisy's Intuence ,, 3 

Home, Life Modeis. 7 Same Old Serpent, 
7 Little Flo’ s 95 | Drawings. 

10 Eva's Kiss ” n 9 A Wholesome Meal 45 

12 Poor Bob's Prayer ,, a 6 Tim’s First Speech ” 

12 Little Nan ie 95 10 The Child: What 

Devoted to Pbotograpbic and Photo = Mecbanical Work. i will he becoine ? ” 

“oe _ EDITED ay Temperance Songs, from Life Models. 

. SNOWDEN WARD ano CATHARINE WEED Warb. 4 Slides, No onc Cares for Me. 3 Slides, Father, Won't you Try? 

Monthly, 3d. Post free, 4id. Per Annum, post free, 4s. Gd. 3 Slides, Father’s a Drunkard. F 

Published for THE y AS ; Also a Selection of Copyright Temperance Hymn _ Slides. 

London: pence AND Sites bldg bed Ses, Avenue. Thousands of other Slides on Sale or Hire. Schools ant 

‘ 7 : , ” g 7 aie : beds Es 528 

New York: Svon AND CHAMBERLAIN, 12, Cortlandt Street. Sar gs om se a en eT ee Rial 

Philadelphia: W. P. Buchanan, 1126, Arch Street. 

WJ A We =. SS 7. G AR Bw i'’=', 

LANTERN SLIDE MAKER, COLORIST, &c. 
(LANTERNIST ‘TO THE ‘‘Griicurist Lectures”? BY APPOINTMENT OF THE Trostess). 

Slides made from Negatives, Prints, engravings, &., by WET COLLODION PROCESS ONLY. 
Terms, Testimonials, &c., on Application. 

Only Address:—10, EDINBURGH GROVE, UPPER ARMLEY, LEEDS. 

FEF. BROWN, 
Manufacturer, of High-class Limelight Apparatus of 

y { every description. 
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BS Gs. complete. INCANDESCENT GAS LIGHT | Gives the best light; no pops; no noise; most economical ; lightest 

NOW FITTED. and best _madc Saturator extant. New list, containing further 
details of the Saturator and other apparatus, post frec. 

FHOLM ES & WATSON ; Wholesale of ee ay ees ah aston Rd., E.C., 

35, Danbury S8t., ISLINGTON, LONDON, N.I13, ossutston sr., LONDON, N.W, 



" ORE ) c Ui LANTERN SLIDE REQUISITES. THE “PRIMI 
~~te—~0—~—-44—~— 00 —™_00— 

“PRIMUS” SPOT BINDING STRIPS. 
DESCRIPTION. 

This is an entirely new pattern 
: : : : p lantern, having the advantage of 

Suppliedin Black or four New Artistic Colours. Thin paper; accommodating long focus lenses. 
Thrice gummed ; cut narrow. Price 18. perbos. Post free, 1s. 2d. It is fitted with a powerful three- 

PROFESSIONAL SPOT BINDING STRIPS. wick paraffin lamp, made in 
’ Russian iron, and chimney to fit, 
which in itself forms the body of 

, the lantern, 4-inch Miniscus com- 
: front i cnn sfeenghstns. Pris a. 64.prvo.zotiee | Pound, condenser the front is 

extended by means of two hori- 
ROBE Poa STS SWS zontal sliding tubes, and carries 
eae TM ae te the lens board. 

The lens is a double combina- 
tion achromatic, mounted in a 
cylindrical tube (either 4, 6, 8, or 
10-inch focus) which slides into 
the rack jacket; by this means 
lenses of different foc may be 
inserted. 

LECTURER'S SIGNAL. 
Cover Glasses with Binders attached. Transparency simply put in 

; and sealed up like an envelope. 
Price 1s. per box of twelve. Post free, 1s. 3d. 

“PRIMUS " LANTERN CLOUD NEGATIVES. 
For introducing natural clouds into Lantern Slides by contact printing. The bottom half of negative being vignetted ott opaque, 

they are very easily manipulated. 
Price 2s. 6d. per Set, containing four different negatives. } Post free, 2s.9d. Sets A, B, C, D, E. F, now ready. i 

“PRIMUS” TINTED COVER GLASSES. ' 
Prov. Patent, No. 23607. 

For giving Lantern Slides the natural tints of sky and foreground. Each Setcontains three covers with Bindersattached, slightly differing No. 1, Sunlight (plain); No. 2, Sunlight (clouds); No. 3, Sunset (plain); No. 4, Sunset (clouds); No. 5, Water Effects. Price 1s. 6d. per box, post frec, 18. 9d. ; sample box, containing 
5 covers. price 28. 6d., post free. 

This is a compact and 

convenient arrangement by 

which the Lecturer may 

signal to the Lanternist. ; 

It consists of Battery with 

1 
1 
i 

single stroke electric signal, 

enclosed in very portable 

case, 54 feet of flexible 

“PRIMUS” wire aad a push. A code is provided so that signals 
SLIDE PRINTING FRAME. for various requirements may be understood by the 

Lanternist, such as :— Mor making Lantern Transparencies by 
contact printing from any part of a nega- tive, up to 1/1 plate s Silence Slide. Not in Focus. re, Ot p 12e, é 2 : Hymn Slide. Curtain Slide. ‘ 1s. : - sd. : E ition 

Price 1s. each. Post free, 18.3d Repeat Slide. Next Slide. For Table Exhibitio 

Daylight o 
Price 15s. Post free, 153. 6d. 

Price 183. 6d. 

“PRIMUS” SLIDE 
SHOW FRAME. 

Made in sclected Walnut 
and nicely polished. Stock 
size for 24 Slides. Any size to order. Price 5s. 6d. cach. 

Post tree, 6s. 

“PRIMUS " IMPKOVED LIGHTNING SLIDE 
The method of using these strips is to fix the portion on to the cover glass firs 

the gum sets, then place in the stereoscopic transparency, wet remainder of 
CARRIER. 

Price 1s. Gd. per Box. Post free, 18. 9d. 

Containing sufficient strips to bind sides and ends of 100 s!: 

a a oa oo on <r 

MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES: 

W. BUTCHER & | 
| 

This Carrier is well made in mahogaay, lished, having th L a comer! the iuner tasia cut anay, oo tate ae ey ees | Blackheath, ondo or withdrawn with ease. Price 1s. 6d. each. Post free, 1s. 9d. 

To be obtained of all Dealers. Write for Full Speciality and Lantern List ; Now Re 



S° LANTERN. LANTERN REQUISITES. 
OIL OR LIMELIGHT. 

Long or Short Focus. 

Price, complete, ©4 15s. Od. 
Hard. For Oxy-hydrogen Limelight. Very best Limes made. 

In Tubes 3 Limes, ls.; 6 Limes, 1s. 9d. 

Extre Lenses, either 4, 6, 8, or 10-inch focus, 12s. 6d. each. “PRIMUS” CHALLENGE LIMES. 

: ee Thorough good Limes. Well Selected. 

TT Prac —_——___——. Hard, Tubes as above, 8 Limes 1s. 6d.; Soft, 6 Limes, 1s. 
if a Also packed in the usual Lift-off Lid Tins— 

Soft . . ‘1s. 6d. per doz.| Hard .. .. 14s. 9d. per doz. 

Similar lantern (0 | ~ COMBINATION CYLINDER KEY 
above, but fitted with : . (Fi) 

2 (Registered.) 4 
best quality limelight 
jet and special small 

Russian iron body. A 

most compact and com- 
: t = Combining: Wing-nut- Lever, Gland 

plete instrument. Spanner and Valve Key. In Stock to fit the London & Birmingham 
Company’s Cylinders. Price 2s.6d. Post free, 23. 9d. 

“PRIMUS ” TINTERS. 
mi To fit the Hoods of Lenses-on ordinary Lanterns. 

Very Transparent. 
Price 4s. per Set of five ;in Cases. Post free, 1s. 2d 

Price, £5 5s. Od. 

j | “PRIMUS” REGISTERING LANTERN | 
: SLIDE CARRIERS. 

For Bi-unial and Triple Lanterns not fitted with 
Registering Screws. 

(pees nn 
‘ith 
(iH 

“ PRIMUS ” 
DISC REGISTER- 
ING SLIDES. 
For accurately regis- 

tering the Discs from 
Bi-unial or Tri-unial Lanterns on the 

Screen. i 4 Mit 

=== | Price 2s. Gd. per pair; 3s. 6d. per trio. 

Post free, 3d. extra. 

“PRIMUS” 
CYLINDER STAND. 

Made in Hard Wood, polished. Very 
firm. The whole taking to pieces and 

= packing ina small box for convenience 
in Carrying. 

Price, for Cylinders up to 20 ft., 4s. 
re 40 ft..6s. Post frec, 6d. extra. 

“PRIMUS” GAS FITTINGS OUTFIT. 
° ; 7 2? Qs. 6d. 

NEMA 

, 

te 
i : 

. i 

Price: ror Bi-unial, 123. per pair. For triple, 18s. 
per trio. Post free, 3d. extra. 

‘““PRIMUS” LIME TONGS & BORER. 

the Set, 

of Lantern Slides by aici pades FF ‘ ‘i Sead with a 
. i cll made in Brass, one side straight and pointed, ; 

Gaslight. forming a borer, and the other side bent to hold the Pate - 
lime firmly; both wires being roughed on the inside ‘PRIMUS 

Post free, 193. 6d. i - to give a grip. Price 3d. each. Post free, 5d. Lime 

ss oe Tongs R STEREOSCOPIC SLIDES. me mh 
NCTE HECR ERE RTE : Borer. 

Mounted on care and packed in box. This Set should be found in every 
Limelightist’s outfit, being most useful in making gas connections. 

t, allow it to stand while COMBINATION LECTURER'S 

READING AND DARK-ROOM 

LAMPS. 

strip and bind over, 

ides. 
20g 

The “PRIMUS.” | The “ UNIQUE.” 

A thoroughly reli-| Made in tin, new 

able Lamp for either | patternruby flasher, 

purpose, white glass | Special candle-power - 

one side and ruby | light, without oil. 

~ the other. Ruby and_ white 
7 2 glass chimney. 

Price 2g. 6d. 

Post tree, 3s, 
Carriage Candles for | petra Lights, 13. 

Lamp, 9d. per box. per #doz. 

SON, 
mm, S.E. 

‘Price 5s. 6d. _ 

Post free, 6s. : 

ady. | 
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MOVE WITH THE Ti MES. 

Use The PLAN Ev’T" Automatic Lantern Lamp 
WHEREVER CURRENT IS OBTAINABLE. 

aw LIMELIGHT SUPERSEDED! 
gS SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES. 

The Tamp is Com- 
pact and Portable. and 
for the Same Amount 
of Light the Cost of 
Current Consumed in 
this Lamp per Honr is 
One-Fifth of the Cost 
of Oxy-hydrogen Gas. 
where Limelight is 

B used. 

Invaluable for En- 
larging and  Photo- 
graphic Reproduction. 

No Noise. No Danger. 

Always Ready for Use. 

Entirely Automatic in 
Action. 

Requires no attention 

while Burning. 

The Light is Concen- 

trated, White, and 

Absolutely Steady. 

Atways Ix Tocus. 

PRICES AND FULL PARYICULARS FREE ON APPLICATION TO THE 

PLANET ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
G7, PICCADILLY, W., 

WHERE A LAMP CAN BE SEEN AT WORK. 

The Leading Oil-Light Lantern. ALFRED UNDERHILL, 

STOc KS’ LAT E SsT Dissolving View Artist, Photographer, Draughtsman and Lantern 

Slide Specialist, Designer and Publisher of Mottoes, Curtains 
Compactus Magic Lantern. Comics, Photograpkic Slipping, Skipping, Levers, Chromatropes, 

and Mechanical Slides, &c. 

Fitted with his Powerful Patent NEW SETS, 1894. | ANTWERP EXH.BITION EFFECTS. 
Oil Lamp of wonderful brilli- ANTWERP CATHEDRAL, with Day, Night, Moonrise and 
aney, and . newly - invented {Interior Scenes. 

_ Tilting Box. | DOME ANv GROUNDS, ANTWERP EXHIBITION, 
See particulars of his new rigid Lantern Day, Moonlight, Illuminated and Fountains Playing. Stand int! ; \. ; Tee oe or se hk THE TOWER BRIDGE. Mid-day, Sunset-and Moonlight. 

Pastoral’ Aid Society, wrote on September PORTRAIT OF FATHER CHRISTMAS, with moving cyes. 
2gth, 1493, as follows: © I have new given your 
Lantern a fair trial, and have much ple- sure DAT OLE CRISERMAS GOOSE. 
in stating that the light, especially cf the “ : 
Oil Lantern, is by far the best I have ever (10 Slides. Comic Nigger Story). 
met with.” WATERMILL by Day, Night. Summ d Winter, with Falli 
Spectal Glass Plates. Should always be used. Snow. ‘s Carstosus ‘Gratis sep bihgrader aene- 

These do not crack with heat. 

W. STOCKS, Inventor and Patentee, RYE. | 32, CLARENDON RD., WEST CROYDON, SURREY. 

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, 32, Fleet Street, icab tals (ptantern 
epartment. 

NEW SETS PHILILS? PHILIPS’ RE 

Subscription Library | New “Technical” Bi: 
SLIDES, 1894. | LANTERN. = 

LANTERN SLIDES. Geography of Brit. Colonies’ 
7 India 

Australia Send for 
English History | Ilustrated Catalogue. 
National Gallery | ALL APPARATUS specially ! 
Structural Botany Selected to suit Educational 
History of a Sponge requirements. 

SPECIAL.—A magnificent set of Slides, illustrating ‘‘ ‘The 
History of Architecture,” preparcd from photographs specially 
taken for the purpose. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 

KNOWLEDGE THROUGH THE EYE.” A New and 
Practical: Method on preparivg Lantern Slides, with two prize 
essays on the adaptability of ‘“‘ {le Lantern for Schuol Use.” 
Illustrated 1s. 

purposes at the price, £4 4s. 

Toburn Mineral Oil, ov for-use with Limelight. The most perfect lantern for Educational ‘Sh RSF ‘o[pusy soy] voy WIA ‘xog woay ywou 
‘oad "JOP SV IO dulVT [IO [vseUTTY TAL ‘uo a -pAoyy JOYA “pasn oq uvo UAozUBl oMBS ETT, \~ 
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place. In the vast majority of cases the proper 
central position for the lantern is easily 
obtainable, and is naturally taken advantage of ; 
but here and there cases will occur in which a 
departure from the usual procedure is necessi- 
tated. With a view of ascertaining the 
utmost limits to which, in exceptional cases, 
a lantern could be moved from this central | 

' may be moved sideways, and yet give passable position, the writer lately conducted a series 
of experiments; and some of the results thus 
obtained are here set forth. 

The room in which the experiments were 
carried out was an ordinary lecture hall, 
measuring 40 feet long by 25 feet in width, 
dimensions which approach closely enough the 
average size of these halls in which lanternists 
are generally called upou to operate in. 
screen was hung exactly in the centre of the 
end wall, and in the first case was not tilted or 
angled in any way, but was permitted to hang 
straight down. 

The various distances from the screen at 
which the lantern was worked need not be 
commented upon—the relation of the size of the 
disc to the distance of the lantern is one 
which has beea frequently explained in this 
Journal—the qu¢stion as to how far right or 

| 

The | 

left of the proper central position the apparatus | 
could be worked was the matter on which ; 
information was sought. 
When using an objective of 9 inch 

equivalent focus it was found that practically 
neither distortion nor bad definition resulted 
from moving the lantern some yard and a half 
to right or left of the mid line of the screen. 
Some slight distortion of the disc must have 
been present, but it wasa negligible quantity, and 
probably would not have been noticed by the 
most observant critic. When the lantern was 
moved still further towards the side of the 
room, the distorting of the disc became 
decidedly marked, and when placed at a dis- 
tance of four or five yards from the central line, 
the picture projected on the screen assumed 
such a one-sided and irregular shap2 as to be 
quite impossible, even with the most indulgent 
audience. Contrary to expectation, however, 
the loss of definition was but very trifling; a 
fact, perhaps, with which the excellence of the 
objectives used had much to do. 

The same process was tried halfway down the 
room, using a lens of 6 inch equivalent focus ; but, 
as would naturally be expected, the moving of the 
lantern to the right or left produced more dis- 
tortion than the same amount of side-movement 
did when the longer focus objective was used. 
It was evident that with a short focus lens every 
care ought to be taken to insure the lantern 

; of in the centre. 

baing placed centrally with regard to the screen; 
and, also, that if circumstances necessitate the 
lantern being placed a little on one side, 
between one or two yards is quite as muchas is 
wise. 

With a 12 inch objective greater latitude was 
found to be allowable, and as a rough aud ready 
way of reckoning the distance to which a lantern 

results, we might say that the measurement in 
feet from centre line of the room to the lantern 
must be rather less than the number of inches 
of equivalent focus of the objective used. Thus 
a 5 inch lens would give unsatisfactory results if 
worked at six feet right or left from the usual 
position, though with a lens of 12 inch focus a 
distance of ten feet would not produce excessive 
distortion of the picture. In other words, a 
lantern will give fairly satisfactory results when 
the angle its axis makes with the side wall of the 
room does not exceed ten degrees. 

The cause of the distortion of the disc is 
obvious, and a comprehension of the facts con- 
nected with it aid the operator in bringing about 
its cure. Every lanternist, however inexperi- 
enced, is aware that the further the lantern 
is from the screen the larger the picture will be. 
Bearing this factin mind, let us, in imagination, 
set up our lantern at the side of the room instead 

By turning the lantern in a 
slanting direction towards the screen we can 
get our disc on the latter, but because the rays 
whick light its furthar side have a greater dis- 
tance to travel than those which fall on the 
part of the screen nearest to the lantern, it 
results that ths portion of the picture which is 
on the far side is on a larger scale than that on 
the nearer part, and that therefore the disc, 
instead of being square, oblong or round, is 
more or less fan-shaped or icregularly oval. 

If the screen is hung perpendicularly, and at 
the same tim: the lantern is tilted to an 
excessive degree, the same distortion occurs, for 
then the rays which travel to the top of the 
screen will be longer than those which reach 
the lower. part, and consequently the image at 
the top will be proportionately increased in 
size. If now the upper part of the sheet be in- 
clined forward to the proper extent, so that 
its opposite edges are equidistant from the lens, 
the disc will become symmetrical. 

In working from the side of a room all dis- 
tortion can be avoided by ‘‘ angling ” the screen, 
that is by slanting and tilting it until its face is 
at right angles to the axis of the lantern. Thus 
theoretically, by manipulating the screen it is 
possible to work the lantern at any moderate 
angle, but in actual practice it will be found no 
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easy matter to accomplish this slanting and 

accessories ready. Moreover, if the screen is 
angled to a considerable extent, the views will 
be presented more or less from a side point of 
view to nearly half of the audience, who will pro- 
bably move over in a body to that side of the 
room where they can sit directly facing the 
screen. However, in spite of these disadvan- 
tages, the writer would not hesitate to set up 
his lantern several feet from the centre of the 
room, or even to work it from the extreme 
corner of a hall of the dimensions given, if the | 
entrance doors, central gangway or other 
circumstances of any sort rendered the usual 
position undesirable. Under such conditions, 
satisfactory results may be obtained by the use 
of long focus lenses, and by erecting the screen 
as far towards the side of the roomas possible, 
and also by ‘‘angling”’ it to a moderate extent. 

20s 

Soap Bubbles and Films. 

By E. D. Barruert. 

THERE are few who know how numerous are the 
experiments, both instructive and amusing, that 
can be included under the heading of Soap 
Bubbles. The beautiful colours exhibited by 
the soap bubble and other phenomena have 
been the subject of frequent observation, and 
have occupied the minds of some of our most 
distinguished philosophers, amongst whom may 
be mentioned Savart, Plateau, Brewster, and at 
the present day Professor C. V. Boys. 

A great amount of patience is required in the 
successful working of some of the experiments, 
but the results will always amply repay for the 
trouble taken. 
blown with the simple soap and water and clay 
pipe of our early days, for the experiments I 
am about to describe, a solution giving a much 
stronger film is required, and this can be 
obtained by adding glycerine to the soap as 
recommended by Plateau. The solution recom- 
mended by Professor Boys, is a modification of 
that used by Plateau. A clean stoppered 
bottle is filled three quarters full of water and to this is added one fortieth part of its weight 
of oleate of soda, this will most probably float 
on the water, but by leaving it to stand for a 
day or two it will soon become dissolved. 
When dissolved add Price’s glycerine so as to nearly fill the bottle, shake well and pour from 

Although soap bubbles can be | 

aS) | one bottle to another alternatively, cork the tilting of a large screen in the brief time usually | 
allotted to operators to get their apparatus and | 

bottle and leave it to stand for about a week. 
With a syphon formed of a piece of bent glass 
tube draw off the clear liquid from the scum 
which will have collected at the top. Add one 
or two drops of strong liquid ammonia to every 
pint of the liquid. The water used must be 
either distilled or pure rain water, and the soap 

solution must be kept in the 
dark, taking small quantities 
from the stock bottle, and after 
having used it for blowing 
bubbles or forming films, it 
must not be put back into 
the stock solution. 

Soap bubbles can be 
blown with much greater 
ease by using this solution. 

- The most suitable form of 
_ pipe for blowing bubbles is 
that used by Professor Boys, 
and a small sketch of it is 
shown in Fig. I. It consists Fig. I. 

of a short piece of tube (a) fitted at each end 
with corks (Bz), into which are pierced two tubes 
(c)and (p) ; the tube (pD) is a short bent piece and 

; formed at the end (£) into a smaller orifice, this 
portion of the tube serves as the bowl of the 
pipe, and the small orifice (&) partly regulates 
the pressure in blowing the bubble. The other 
tube (c) is the mouthpiece, and a convenient 
length is about nine inches. The cavity or 
chamber (F) formed in the larger tube (a) 
between the corks (BB), serves to prevent any 
of the soap solution as it runs down the tube (p) 
from entering the mouth, the soap solution 
collects in this chamber or trap and is arrested. 
Bubbles blown by this solution and by means of 
the pipe when brought into the beam of light 
from a lantern show most beautiful iridiscent 
colours. One of the drawbacks to obtaining 
good results is the draughts which soon cause 
the bubbles to burst, but this difficulty can be 
overcome by blowing the bubble in a glass globe. 
The bowl of the pipe is inserted into the globe 
and the bubble is then blown. Bands of colour 
soon begin to form round the bubble and 
gradually change. When blown and protected 
in this way they have been known to last for a 
considerable time without breaking. Who has 
not heard of the South Sea bubble which 
created a sensation over a hundred years 
ago. 

The colours of the bubble shown in this way 
can only be seen to advantage by a limited 
number of persons, and the colouring of the 
bubbles cannot be very well shown upon the 
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screen, so that to obtain a good picture of the 
colours of the soap bubbles upon the screen to 
be seen by a large number of people, a film of 
the soap solution on small metal rings has to be 
resorted to. Wire of about the diameter of a 
common pin is bent into the form shown in 
Fig. II., and is soldered at the part (G) so as to 
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Fig. II, Fig. III. 

form a complete ring; thin iron wire twisted at 
the point (G) will serve the purpose very well. 
The ring is then dipped into the soap solution 
which is best poured out in small quantities in 
a saucer; when a film is obtained it is then 
clamped on a stand or support () as shown in 
Fig. IV., such as is used in chemical experi- 
ments. An almost parallel beam of light (3) is 
thrown upon the film from the objective of a 
lantern, the reflected beam of light from the 
soap Alm (xk) is focussed by the lens (t) on to 
the screen. Sometimes the heat of the beam of 
light from the lantern will be too great, and if 
so an alum trough 
placed in front of the 
lantern must be used. 
The film (x) should be 
placed at about an 
angle of 45° to the 
beam of light. This 
experiment is always 
well appreciated by 
the audience and 
amply repays the 
trouble taken with Fig. IV. 
it. When once the 
experiment has been successfully accomplished, 
the position of the apparatus should be carefully 
made a note of for help when showing the same 
experiment on any future occasion. Th2 
pleasing effects produced by the last experiment 
can still further be enhanced by blowing a small 
jet of air upon the film ina slanting direction 
from a small nozzle. When the nozzle is placed 
in the position shown in Fig. II., a number of 
concentric rings of colour is produced, and 
when placed as in Fig. III., the concentric ring 
is broken up into two elliptical concentric rings, 
forming a still more beautiful effect than the 

last. The necessary force of air should be 
obtained by means of a weighted bladder, or 
any other means by which a steady current of 
air can be obtained. Blowing with the mouth 
is not advisable, as the moisture condensing in 
the tube and being blown through is likely to 
break the film. 

Bubbles blown with hydrogen or common 
coal gas upon being detached from the pipe 
rapidly rise in the air, and if a small ring with a 
piece of cotton tied to it be attached to the 
bubble, having previously fixed a small paper 
figure of a man, the bubble when it rises will 
give the appearance of a balloon ascent, and 
when the ceiling is reached, the bubble bursts, 
and the ring falls to the ground, accompanied 
by the miniature aeronaut. The bubble blown 
with hydrogen can be lighted, and when blown 
with hydrogen and oxygen mixed, upon being 
lit, a small report is heard. 

Owing to the density of ether vapour, bubbles 
blown with air can be floated upon it. Todo 
this take an inverted bell jar, and pour a few 
drops of cther upon some blotting paper placed 
at the bottom of the bell jar; a bubble is then 
blown and dropped into it, when the bubble will 
appear to float upon nothing. There are many 
other experiments connected with soap bubbles, 
but these will be sufficient to initiate the reader 
into this branch of lantern work. 

20° 

Copying Printed Matter for the 

Lantern. 

By Duncan Moore. 

THERE are many whom circumstances may 
prevent from taking their walks abroad for the 
purpose of securing pretty landscape bits or 
architectural chef-d’awres for their winter 
lantern entertainments. Should they be 
anxious to make slides they need not despair, as 
some kinds of printed matter will make 
exceedingly attractive ones. 

Engravings and prints bound in volumes, or 
separate, form an inexhaustible store from 
which to draw if due care is taken in the 
selection. In the first place, it is just as well 
to be on the safe side and not make copies of 
copyright pictures; but the numbers of suitable 
things that are not protected in any way form 
an ample store, without incurring the danger of 
copying doubtful subjects. In selecting prints 
or engravings for this purpose, there should not 
be any letterpress on the back, as the 
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indentations formed by the type give unnecessary 
trouble. Providing the would-be slide maker is 
not possessed of prints or engravings of his own, 
or under his own control, for a very moderate 
outlay most secondhand booksellers would 
supply as many as wanted. 

A thoroughly good line engraving copies 
splendidly, and looks far better on the screen 
than many a direct photograph from nature. 
We may safely conclude such a picture is artistic, 
to say the least for it, and in all probability well 
composed. Good woodcuts also lend them- 
selves well to photography and make surprisingly 
attractive pictures on the screen; as a rule, the 
finer the work the better it is for enlargement, 
although mere sketches are often very amusing 
or interesting. Suppose we have some bound 
volumes of engravings and desire to make a copy 
of some of them, there is, like everything 
else, a right and wrong way to go about it. We 
want the engraving perfectly flat when placed 
in a suitable position, and also to avoid 
damage to the binding of the book. When the 
book is large and heavy, there is often some 
trouble in securing both these conditions, 
especially if it has not been much examined and 
the back stiff and springy, with a tendency 
of the leaves to bend when opened to its full | 
extent. A little simple apparatus should be put 
together to facilitate the work in this way. 

Procure a board about nine inches wide and 
five feet long. At one end fix an upright piece of 
board same width and about eighteen inches 
high ; it will be convenient if this upright board 
is made removable, fitting by a couple of pegs 
into corresponding holesin the longer board and 
supported additionally by triangular pieces, like 
buttresses at the back, ensuring that the upright 
is at right angles with its support. The diagram 

. will show the arrangement; 
a few nails are driven into 
the back of the upright, 
and our apparatus is 
complete. 

The book being laid down and opened against 
the upright, a piece of cord is passed round the 
page below the picture and another piece above it, 
and secured to the nails at the back. Sometimes 
itis better, instead of passing the cord over the 
front of the picture to use a couple of smooth 
flat pieces of wood, attaching the cord to the 
ends of them, the wood keeping the page in its 
proper flat condition without any risk of injury 
to the paper. A few blocks of wood varying 
from one to several inches thick and of the 
width of the board will be found useful to raise 
the book in order to get the picture to be copied 
in a line with the centre of the lens; the 
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camera being placed at the other end of the 
board, which now forms a copying table. The 
next thing is to so arrange the lighting that the 
black lines look clear, black and distinct as 
possible. Sunshine must be avoided, and a 
quiet moderate illumination used, preferably 
from one side. 

If a screen is moved about cutting off the 
light from different points it will soon be seen 
how the light falls to the best advantage. Now 
proceed to focus and get the image sharp as 
possible on the focussing glass, using a magnifier 
for the purpose. Stop down the lens well, because 
in subjects of this kind the utmost flatness and 
definition possible is required; also shade the 
lens from diffused light by a sort of tunnel made 
of brown paper, or what is better, a box 
blackened inside and from which both ends 
have been removed; this isa thorough protection 
to the lens and increases the brillancy of the 
image wonderfully, much more than would be 
expected by those who have not tried it. 

Use slow plates and give a moderate, but by no 
means excessive exposure. Over-exposure is 
bad, and under-exposure creates a good deal of 
unnecessary trouble. The developer should be 

_ fairly strong and well restrained, so that the 
process of development is well under control 
and can be stopped before the dark lines get 
any perceptible veil over them. Clearness in 
the sbadows and density in the light is our 
endeavour. By adopting the expedient of 
restraining the strong developer instead of 
diluting it, we get a strong image with rapid 
development. Pyro-soda or pyro-ammonia is, I 
think, preferable for this work, although some 
prefer hydrokinone. By rnaking the addition of 
sulphate of iron to the hyposulphite of soda, 
beth in the proportion of about one ounce of 
iron salt to the pint of both, we get a brighter 
and blacker image than by using the hypo- 
sulphite alone, the iron acting on the pyrogailic 
acid in the film which darkens the colour as well 
as clearing up the shadows. If these rules are 
adhered to a strong brilliant negative should be 
the result, which will make excellent lanter 
slides by contact printing. 

With pictures containing half-tone, produced 
by tints or granulation, very much the same 
procedure is required, but the negatives are 
better ‘less dense than in the case of line 
engravings. The exposure should be full and the 
development not forced or the light will be 
rendered hard and chalky. Coloured prints are 
best copied on orthochromatic plates with a 
screen, and less dense than in the previous 
instances. 
In copying or printing the negatives by 
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J. H. STEWARD'S LIMELIGHT JETS 
ARE PRE-EMINENT. 

They are used for the Illustrated Lectures at the IMPERIAL INSTITUTE on a 
93-ft. Screen, and by a large number of well-known Lecturers and Lanternists. 

Testimonial fron 

J. E. MUDDOCK, Esq,, F.R.G.S. 

6th February, 1894. 

Dear Srr,—I have much pleasure in express- 
ing my-entire Satisfaction with. the excellent 
working of the lantern Jast night on the occasion 
of my lecture on Canada at the Imperial Insti- 
tute. Not only was the apparatus fersect, but the 
operator carried out his duties with great skill, 
and by his promptness and precision added not 
a little to the smoothness with which the A 
lecture went. 

Faithfully yours, 

(Signed) J. E. MUDDOCK 

To Mr. Stewarn, 406, Straid, 

THE ‘‘PREMIER” JET, WITH CONICAL NOZZLE. 

Gives 25 PER CENT. MORE LIGHT THAN ANY PREVIOUSLY INTRODUCED. 

THE PREMIER JET, with complete Mechanical Motion on Tray. also Screw-\lown Valves & Cut-offs to Taps £6 70s. 
STEWARD'S LIMELIGHT JET, with Conical Nozzle and best Mixing Box, giving same Light as above, but " 

with Ordinary Fittings to go on to the Rod of Tray (Lime Turning Arrangement by Cog-wheels) £2 10s. 

Ditto, ditto, with Ordinary Shaped Nozzle and Best Mixing Box .. be 53 .: ss £2 Qs. 

Any of the above arranged for use with the Kther Saturators if preferred. 

COMPRESSED GAS REDUCED IN PRICE, 

BRIN’S OXYGEN, Qd., 24d., and 3d. per Ft., according to Quantity. HOUSE GAS (Compressed), 13d. to 23d. per Ft. 

STEWARD'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE (Part V.), and Supplemental List for 1894-5, Gratis, Post Free. 

Optician to the Government, and the Universities and Colleges of Great Britain, America, Russia, 8¢., 
406, Strand, W.C.; 457, West Strand, W.C.; and ‘7, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C. 

THOMAS’S 
“PALL MALL” 

antern Plates. 
THE UNIVERSAL PLATE. 

ON FINEST THIN GLASS, 1s. PER DOZEN, 3} x 3} inches. 

Are perfection for Camera Reductions or Contact Printing. Their 

superb qualities are well known, and none of the current imitations 

approach them. 

Owing to a new method of packing these plates, scratches and 

abrasions of the film are entirely avoided. 

Dealers are kindly: requested to place their orders as early as 

possible to prevent disappointment and delay. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY 

R. W. THOMAS & Co., Ltd., Pall Mall Factory, Thornton Heath. 
Telegrams: ‘‘SPEED, THORNTON HEATH.” Telephone Ne. 9365. 
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Messes. W. A. DAWKINS2C0.’S Specialities 
Magic Lanterns, Optical and Limelight 

Apparatus, and Slides. 
We hercby beg to announce that we have opened a retail de Hitherto our business has been wholesale, and for years our goods h The rapid strides made in the use of the Lantern during t us to launch out upon a larger scale, so that the public may get a 

and succcss. 

pot for our Manufactures at No. 40, Edmund Street, Birmingham. ave been before the trade and public with the utmost satisfaction he past few years, and the increased demand for our goods, encourages direct supply. Our business has been built up upon the lines of 
exccllency of workmanship at moderate Prices. We now anticipate still greater demand tor our apparatus, and consequently have greatly reduced 
our prices, which only a large production and demand would enable us t limited to the few only, the costliness of which we fear has hitherto somewhat hindered its universal adoption. 

0 do. We regard the Lantern as being far too valuable an agent to be 
Nothing can be calculated to uplift and stimulate the minds of the public more than the aid of the Lantern, and by endeavoaring to bring the prices of reliable instru- 

ments within the reach of all, we hope for its still greater use, and to receive the generous Patronage of intending purchasers. particulars, and priccs will be found in our advertisement in this Journal, and, as far as Possible, orders will be executed by return. 
Engravings, 

Yours obediently, W. A. DAWKINS & CO. 

LANTERN SLIDES! 
OPERATORS AND 

LANTERN SLIDES !! 
LIMELIGHT EXHIBITORS Should join our Slide Exchange, and save heavy Hire Fees. Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for Particulars of same, by which almost any Set of Slides may be hired as desired for the small . ; annual Subscription of 10s. 6d. 

The Lux Mundi, 
Dawkins & Co.’s very 

special Lux Mundi Bi-unia! 
carries the sway over all 
others. Very “handsome 
polished mahogany body, 
four panclled doors, with 
new sliding brass mounted 

ex ‘uby sight-holes; lined 
q rough with strong iron 
y ining, enamelled dome, and 
Tose cowl. Very massive, 
clegantly figured, finished 
and lacqucred, brass fronts 
and stages, with curtain 
“iaphragm. Telescopic 

3) lraw tubes, fitted with pair 
of long-distance 8-in. focus 
lenses. Brass mounted 
tack and pinion movement, 
and pair of 4-in. Miniscus 
bi-convex condensers. Very 
powerful pair of Dawkins’ 
patent blow-through jets, 
and Six-way dissolver, with 

Pair of double slide carriers, bold brass handles. Com- 
With strong lock-up case, £10, Patent high-pressure 

bye-passes. 
plete, £9 9s, 
Jets, 5s. extra. 

The Clergy Bi-unial. 
Very similar to the Lux Mundi, but notso elaborate in finish, and with 6-in. focus, double pinion lenses, and 4-in. plano-convex ‘con- densers. A really reliable outfit. Very highly praised last season. Price, complete, ready for exhibition, in strong lock-up case, price £8 8s. For build. see illustration “Clergy Single." 

Tha Clergy Single. 
Can be used with Clergy Bi-unial as Triple. 

This illustration shows 
clearly build of Clergy Bi-unial 
and is a very presentable and 
powcrful apparatus. Polished 
mahogany body, two doors, 
lined throughout. Fitted with 
solid brass front, Dawkins’ pat. 
B.T. jet, and 3-wick powerful 
oillamp. Double pinion 6-in. 
focus, large back lens and 4-in. 
plano-convex condenser, and 
double slide carrier. Incase, 
complete for exhibition, price 
£3 18s. The above lantern 
without case, fitted for oil 
only £2 153, 

The Forward Single Lantern. 
This is very special value, 

owing to the large quantity 
sold. Very handsome po- 
lished mahogany body, single 
door, lined throughout with 
strong iron lining, enamelled 
dome, solid brass highly 
finisued front, telescopic 
tack and pinion, powerful 
double combination lens 
with flasher, and 4-in. plano- 
convex condenser, Russian 
iron oil lamp (3-wick), double 
slide carrier, and strong 
travelling case. Complete, 
price 50s, 

The Lux Mundi Single Lantern. 
This very handsome lantern is precisely same buildas Lux Mundi Bi-unial, and by taking off detachable base can be used as third lantern to form triple ; with very powerful long distance 8-in. focus, tinting slot lens and 4-in. Miniscus hi-convex condenser, Dawkins’ patent blow-through jet, and fitted with 4-wick powerful lamp for oil. With lock-up case, complete for exhibition, price £4 10s. 

The Universal. 
This is really a genteel outfit. Made in best smooth Russian iron, and suitable for very high-class entertaininents or exhibition. The tront is 

made to trave 
from boly, so 
that condenser 
can be placed 
into position 
from exterior. 
Very best Rus- 
sian iron, newly 
designed body, 
with brass teles- 
cope tubes, 
powerful rack 
and pinion lens 
with flasher,4-in. 
plano-convex 
condenser, thrce 
wick Russian 
iron lamp, 
double slide 
carrier, all complete for exhibition. 
case with leather handle, price 42s. 

In neat Russian iron lock-up 
With 4-wick lamp, 44s, 
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Messrs, W. A. DAWKINS & C0.’S Specialities—Continued. 
The Victor. 

Highly finished black 
enamel iron body lan- 
tern ; spring front stages, 
lengthening tube, brass 
O.G., 3-wick Russian 
iron lamp and chimney, 
4-in. plano-;convex con- 
denser, brass mounted, 
powerful rack and 
pinion, double combina- 
tion Icns, giving crisp 
definition, double slide 
carrier, all complete, in 
enamelled iron case, 
price 24s, 4-wick lamp, 
Qs. extra. 

Price for Fitting Oi) 
Apparatus for Lime- 
light on application, 

N.B.—All our Apparatus are sold complete ready for use. Prices 
quoted. 

SUNDRIES. 
We supply everything connected with the lantern. Our limes 

are excellent. Soft limes for blow-through jet, 1s. 6d., hard limes 
for high pressure jet, zs. 3d. per tin of one dozen, guaranteed our 
own make. Highly finished brass lime-holders, air-tight screw cap, 
to hold one dozen, 2s. each; to hold six, 1s. 6d. each ; to ho'd three, 
1s. each. 

ANY SINGLE PART OF LANTERN SUPPLIED. 

Screens and Stands, Cylinders, Beard’s and other reliable 
Regulators, &c. 

Very Best Russian Iron 3-wick Lamp. 
With copper or 

silvered_ reflector, 
raising and_ lowering 
chimney,and annealed 
glasses, 8s, 6d. each; 
with 4-wick lamp, 
10s. 6d. 

Special care has 
been taken in the con- 
struction of these bur- 
ners, the wicks do not 
rise, and all edges 
are turned in quite 
smooth. 

Dawkins’ Patent Limelight Jets. 

Very best-class blow-through jet, fitted with cog-wheel turning 
adjustment from the back, and patent external movement for placing 
the lime nearcr or further from the nipple. Guaranteed to give 
powerful light and 25-ft. picture. Price 12s. 6d. each. 

Ditto, very reliable and well finished, but without patent 
movement, 9s. 6d. each. Ditto, very reliable but not so well 
finished, 8s. cach. 

High-Pressure or Mixed Chamber Jet. 

With lever taps, fitted with cog-wheel lime-turning adjustment, and 
new patent external movement and three-sized nipples, giving very 
powerful light, to show 30-ft. picture. Price 15s. 

Interchangeable Blow-Through and High- 

Pressure Jet 

combined, fitted with cog-whecl lime-turning apparatus, and 
Dawkins’ patent external movement. Guaranteed perfect. Price 
18s. 6d., platinum tips 21s. 

The value of a Jct with every possible movement to produce 
best results in light from the outside of lantern will be obvious to 
every operator. Any jet can be fitted up with patent. Price 3s. 

Single Pinion Lens. Double Pinion Lens. 

Powerful rack movement, 
double combination large back 
lens, handsome brass mount, 
6-in. focus with flasher, 11s. 6d. 

_ Very powerful double com- 
bination large back Jens, 6 in. 
focus with slot for coloured glass, 
and flashing shuttcr. Price 15s. 

i 

Long Distance Lens, 

with coloured glass slot, double pinion rack movement, large back, 
8-in. focus, very clear definition, and flat field, 18s. 6d. 

MINISCUS BI-CONVEX CONDENSER, very clear, suitable 
for above long-distance Lenses, 4-in. 10s. 6d. each; 43-in., 18s. 

PLANO-CONVEX CONDENSER, for short-focus Lenses, 4-in., 
Ts. 6d.; 4-in., 12s. 

Star Dissolver. 
llighly finished 

Star 

tap. with bye-passes, 

Price 12s, 6d. Ditto, 

four-way, 12s. 

six- 

way Dissolver 

LECTURER'S 

Abridged List, Post Free. 

ILLUSTRATED LANTERNS AND SLIDES ON HIRE. 

Full Detailed Catalogue, Post Free Four Stamps. 

CUSTOMER'S SECONDHAND LANTERNS BOUGHT OR TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. 

aoa Best Prices allowed im Part Payment for New Apparatus. 2,9 Ss 

TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION. 

W. A. DAWKINS & GO... 
WYorks: 

40, Edmund &t., 

WARSTONE PARADE, 

City Derot— 

0, Edmund St., BIRMINGHAM. 
EAST BIRMINGHANI. 
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FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS. 

It isan established FACT that the BEST set of slides produced last season was entitled :— 
‘““A Scamper through the States with a visit to Chicago.” 

The Publishers Want it to be known by all Lanternists that no trouble or expense has 
been spared to make their next Season's Set ECLIPSE all former productions. It is entitled :— 

‘““FROM LONDON TO ANTWERP AND ITS EXHIBITION.” 
With a flying visit to Brusseus, WaTeRLOO, Maines, and RorrerDaM, with Reading by EB. H. Wivxig, Esq. 

(many years Lecturer to the late Royal Polytechnic). Also, A Stirring Lecture Set. entitled :— 

‘‘BRITISH BRAVERY IN MATABELE LAND ” or, “Tue Last Stanp or Mason WItson.” 
From authentic sketches and direct photographs supplied by One of his brave followers. Reading by W. R. May, 
Esq. (many years Science Lecturer to the late Royal Polytechnic). 

NOTICE. SLIDES NOW READY. Waterloo! Waterloo!!! Waterloo!!! 
The scene of Wellington’s greatest victory can be pictorially visited by hiring or purchasing the Set 

LONDON TO ANTWERP. 
Send 22 Stamps for Reading of either above Sets, or 2@ for both, and judge for yourselves. 

We also want it to be known that the Greatest NOVELTIES of the Age are the Nw Mechanical 
Silhouettes (recisrerep). BO Subjects to choose from. The DANCING SAILOR is admitted 
to be the Best, most Humorous and most Natural Mechanical Slide ever Invented. It actually can be made to 
Dance a Hornpipe equal to nature. Do you want really good effects, if s0, ask for a List of our 
Effect Sets:—Mosque of Omar, Enchanted Forest, The New Set of Rock of Ages (9 Pictures), 
A London Fire, a most exciting Set (7 Pictures), Home, Sweet Home (3 pictures), Rye House 
(4 Pictures, a beautiful effect Sct), Jessie’s Dream, or.thc Relief of Lucknow (10 Pictures), illustrating 
this most beautiful and patriotic song of the most stirring incidents of the Indian Mutiny. Also dozens of 
other equally effective Sects. A list of them can be obtained at any Orticrays, either wholesale or retail. Look out 
for our Big Boom for next Season, being an entirely New Entertainment, Never before attempted 
for the Lantern. The effects have never been equalled, and most of them will be protected by 
Patents. They have never been excelled even by the great French exhibitor, Mons. Danguey. We only 
supply the trade, therefore don't forget any of the above can be obtained of all Opticians, 

Wholesale or Retail. 
Ask to see'any of the above before purchasing or hiring any others. Lanternists failing to get them, should write to 

SLIDES, care of this paper, when the address of the nearest Optician supplying then will be forwarded. 

CHRISTIE, BESSUS “Koper. 
729, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD. = = e 

Maker of all kinds of Screen Stands 

and Screens. Ever-ready Slide Boxes. 

National Reading Lamps. Lantern Tri- 

pods. Step Boards. Brass Lime Holders. 
Door Knobs. Sight Holes and other 
fittings. Brass Sockets and Corners 
for Screcn Stands. Cylinder Rests. 

Pointers, &c. 
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+ Plate 3s. 9d. per doz. 
3. 6d. ” . ” 

V1, 8s. ” 

; : Of all Photographic Dealers, or Wholesale of 

LISTS FREE. TRADE SUPPLIED. i AIRS & G0., 152, Farringdon Road, London, W.C. 
WRITE AT ONCE FOR NATEST PRICE List OF 

STEEL GAS CYLINDERS. 
These Cylinders are 

the result of over 20 

Years’ experience and 

experiment. 

Made of the finest 

liaise aa] quality of Mild Steel 

as and in accordance with 

the most modern ideas COPYRIGHT 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LEA & SON, RUNCORN. 
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contact, an opaque mask should be placed over 
the negative, well covering the edges of the 
plate with an opening of the size required for 
the slide; this prevents light passing through 
the edges and blurring the image, which it will 
be sure to do unless this precaution is taken, 
very much to the detriment of the slide. If it 
is required to copy a print with letterpress on 
the back, probably little indentations will be 
found that show through the paper on the face 
of the picture; to neutralize their objectional 
presence, recourse must be had to diffused light 
tor the illumination, which may be managed by | 
making a shade of tissue or waxed paper for the 
light to penetrate before falling on the print. 

Loose prints can be fixed with drawing pins 
to the upright board, strips of stout card being 
interposed between, thus giving a regularly even 
pressure along the whole edge and doing away 
with cockling, much better than using the pins 
alone. If it is thought desirable, the title of the 
subject may be neatly written on the print in 
such a position that it will just show on the 
slide, or it may be so arranged that an opening | 
cut in the mask will permit it being read below 
the subject. With clean, neat manipulation, 
slides of printed matter become sources of 
pleasure and satisfaction. 

——'0: 

Tank for Vertical Attachment. 

By B. 

Oprain from a dealer in glass shades a ring of 
glass cut from a tall glass shade of about 44 in. 
in diameter ; this can be obtained for a few 
pence, and I believe they are glad to get that, 
as the glass shades are made much longer than 
is necessary, so as to allow of being cut down 
to the required size. The ring can be cut to 
any suitable depth, a convenient one being about 
14 in. Having obtained the rim of glass, pro- 
cure from a sheet glass cutters a circular piece 
of sheet glass ,3, in. larger all round than the 
rim. This costs about the same price; if, 
however, a specially flat bottom for more exact 
experiments be required, then polished plates 
should be used, which will cost more, but for all 
practical purposes a piece of moderately flat 
sheet glass is sufficient. 

The glass rim will most probably be found to 
be not quite level so that it will be necessary to 
grind it so, which can be easily done by rubbing 
it upon a flag-stone which must be wetted, and 
if it does not cut, sprinkle some fine sand on to 
it. When ground flat the rim must be 
cemented to the glass disc, any of the well- 
known cements for glass can be employed, or if 
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it is to be used merely for water I have found 
Canada balsam to serve the purpose. To 

| evaporate the oil in the balsam and make it set 
hard, put the tank upon an iron plate and 
gently heat, when cold it will be found to have 
set thoroughly hard. 

A tank made in this manner will be foundi 
very useful for many other purposes besides 
what I have hereinbefore mentioned. 

:0:———_ 

Colour Contrasts by Optical 
Projection. 

By W. H. Harrison. 

Amone the more striking experiments which it is 
possible to perform with the lantern are those 
relating to the optical illusions due to colour 
contrasts, and these experiments have the 
advantage of being simple, easy to perform, and 
cheap witha]. The following is a method by 
which Lord Rayleigh once exhibited them at 
the Royal Institution. 

The accompanying diagram is a plan of the 
arrangement ; that is to say, the reader is sup- 
posed to be looking down upon the apparatus. 

| 4 Bis the screen, K is a candle standing near 
the corner of the lecture table (wy). The 
candle is enclosed in an opaque chamber, 

except that 
= through a large 

GS. 2 a= round hole (v) in 
ee. z x front, light falls 
\ OAS upon the screen 
: ‘ se] so as to cover 
ad a * approximately 

ae a the same area as 
the disc of light 

thrown upon the screen by the lantern (H) ; the 
opaque chamber (k) serves also to screen the 
direct light of the candle flame from the eyes of 
the observers. The lantern is fitted with the 
usual condenser and projection combination, 
although their presence is not absolutely 
necessary. The lantern can be about 12 ft. 
from the screen, and the candle possibly 6 or 
7 ft. from the same. 

Suppose now a piece of coloured glass, not 
too deeply stained, is placed into the lantern, it 
is evident that the screen will be illuminated 
from the two sources; firstly, with what we 
will assume to be red light, because of a piece 
of red glass having been selected to place in the 
lantern; and, secondly, with the light from the 
candle, which somewhaé deteriorates the 
brilliancy of the red disc upon the screen. If 
now the lecturer walk a little in front of the 
screen in the direction mM, two shadows of 
himself will be cast upon the screen, the one of 
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a brilliant red colour where the red light alone 
falls upon the space, and the other of a kind of 
geeen where the light of the candle alone falls. 
The green colour of the silhouette of the 
lecturer is an optical illusion, due to contrast 
with the red of all the rest of the disc. Glasses 
of other colours may be placed in the lantern in 
succession, and shadows of various colours will 
apparently be thrown by the mysterious candle. 
Of course, any opaque objects may be used 
wherewith to cast the shadows. 

In repeating these experiments some prelimin- 
ary trials should be made, to find out what 
coloured glasses, what relative intensities of light 
from the two radiants, what size of dise, and 
what distances of the two radiants from the 
screen, give the most striking effects. The plain 
stained glasses used should not be so deeply 
coloured as to prevent the casting of a brightly 
illuminated disc, neither should they be too pale 
in tint. 

These phenomena can be seen to some extent 
in a far simpler way, but not in such a striking 
manner; hence, for performing scientific experi- 
ments by simple means, with homely appliances 
to be found in nearly every house, the English 
translation of Weinhold’s Experimental Physics 
is an excellent guide. Weinhold says that if a 
strong impression is created by some definite 
colour, the eye perceives the complementary 
colour, although it has no real existence. If a 
candle flame be ‘placed near a white sheet of 
paper not far from the window, so that nearly 
equally dark shadows of a pencil held in front 
may be thrown upon the paper by means of the 
candle-light and daylight, one shadow will 
appear slightly blue, and the other slightly red, 
due to the causes already mentioned. He adds 
that the name of “ accidental colours” has been 
given to those which appear under these cir-. 
cumstances, without their having an actual 
existence. Lord Rayleigh mentions that 
Brewster was led into considerable error over 
a controversy which occupied his attention 
relating to a theory in optics. He had been 
misled by apparently real colours due to the 
above contrast. 

——:0: —— 

How to Start Making Wet 
Collodion Slides for 5s. 

By tHe Doctor. 

THe wet collodion process has always been 
regarded as ‘the process, par excellence” for 
the production of transparencies, so that it is 
surprising that it is so little utilised by 

amateurs and others who require _ slides 
possessing the important qualities of clearness 
and durability. The facility with which wet 
collodion plates can be intensified is another 
important point in their favour. 

This neglect is probably due to the prevalence 
of an erroneous idea that the wet collodion 
process calls for a considerable amount of 
apparatus and expense. Nothing could be 
farther from the truth, and in proof of this, 
the following list of necessary materials and 
appliances is given before proceeding with the 
manipulatory details. It is assumed that the 
ordinary dry plate dishes, ruby lamp, etc., are 
already available :— d. 

2 ozs. collodion ... 
1 oz. nitrate of silver 
1 lb. sulphate of iron 
; lb. glacial acetic acid... 
1 lb. hypo ae he 
5 ozs. methylated spirit 
1 }-pl. glass tray acs 
1 vulcanite plate lifter ... 

It is, of course, distinctly to be understood 
that if wet collodion be used, the slides must be 
made by copying in the camera, and although 
this is slightly more troublesome, it is a ques- 
tion whether it is not the best way of proceed- 
ing even when dry plates are employed. It 
permits of either portions or the whole of 
negatives being enlarged, reduced, or copied the 
Sane size, so as to yield the most artistically 
arranged pictures on the one size of plate the 
lanteraist is compelled to adhere to. Years ago, 
when wet collodion was the process universally 
employed for transparency work, slides were 
occasionally made by placing the sensitive plate 
almost in contact with the negative, thin slips 
of card placed between the edges preventing 
the two actually touching. There was; how- 
ever, a slight loss of sharpness, and a very 
considerable risk of injury to the negative, 
owing to the presence of nitrate of silver solution 
in such perilous proximity to the film, so that 
this proceeding may be dismissed as unsafe and 
unsatisfactory, except in very experienced 
hands. 

It is hardly necessary to detail the simple 
means of supporting the negative while copying, 
as this has been done in every photographic 
manual. The apparatus required need not cost 
twopence. A small soap or cocoa box, blackened 
inside, and stood on end, has a hole cut in the 
bottom the size of the negative, while a sheet of 
white card, placed at a suitable angle, forms an 
efficient reflector. Excellent cameras and 
negative holders for this purpose are to had 

SOCCOCONO? NONWNKRNAYO 
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from Smith, Jones, Robinson, and other large 
dealers, but our readers are supposed to 
be economical, and the soap box will do. If 
the dark slide is of the ordinary dry plate 
pattern, it will be as well to provide it with a 
special carrier to hold the lantern plate. This 
may be cut out of cigar box wood, and should 
be thoroughly varnished. The plate should 
rest on wire corners, and not on a rebate all 
round. Silver wire is recommended, but brass 
wire will answer well, if also well coated with 
a varnish which will resist the action of the 
nitrate of silver solution. The writer has, for 
temporary frames, coated the corners with 
Prout’s elastic glue, and found it answer 
perfectly. 

These preparations having been made, we 
can now proceed to make the necessary 
solutions, Their use will be explained hereafter. 

THE SILVER BATH. 

Nitrate of silver ... wis 
Water (distilled if possible) 

Dissolve and add 

Todide of potassium, 1 grain (or, if preferred, 
a plate may be coated on both sides with 
iodized collodion, and allowed to remain in the 
silver solution all night). 

Although 12 ozs. is a much greater quantity 
of solution than is required to cover a lantern 
plate, it is the smallest amount that should be 
used. In practice it has been found that the 
greater the bulk of bath solution the less likely 
it is to get out of order. 

1 oz. 

12 ozs. 

THE DEVELOPER 

should not be mixed more than a day or two 
before it is required, and is composed of 

Sulphate of iron .. 1 drachm. 
Glacial acetic acid ree | a 
Methylated spiri . 4 to 1 drachm. 
Water... a 10 ozs. 

Some photographers prefer a pyro developer, 
made thus :— 

Pyrogallic acid ... 
Glacial acetic acid 
Alcohol ... . 1 to 8 drachms. 
Water -_ . 10 ozs. 
This will necessitate rather a longer exposure 

than is required with the iron developer, but the 
deposit is somewhat finer and the colour better. 

THE FIXING SOLUTION 

is composed of 

... 10 grains. 
.. 33 drachms. 

Hyposulphite of soda 4 ozs. 
Water... — = 16 ,, 

We may now proceed with the most 
important preliminary operation of 

CLEANING THE GLASS PLATES. 

The beginner is recommended to use new 
glass, as glass which has been coated with 
gelatine is only cleaned with great difficulty, 
and is likely to yield discouraging results; the 
kind sold as cover glasses will answer every 
purpose, and are quite cheap. The glass plates 
should be well washed in plain water to remove 
any adhering dirt, and then each plate should 
be rubbed with a mixture of dilute nitric acid 
and tripoli, say, 

Nitric acid se $02. 
Water a ... 10 ozs. 
Tripoli... = $02. 

While still wet this should be washed off 
under the tap, and the plate polished with a 
clean linen cloth until perfectly dry and bright. 
The clean plates should then be placed in a 
grooved box, and are ready for use. 

COATING WITH COLLODION 

is an operation which is easily performed with 
a little care. In the old days one was directed 
to pour the varnish over the plate in the same 
way as when collodionizing. Now, it will, 
perhaps, be better to say, pour the collodion on 
the plates as if varnishing. It is necessary to 
rock the ‘plate, so as to prevent lines forming 
while the collodion is setting. The coating may 
be done in daylight, and is conveniently accom- 
plished near the open door of the dark room. 
When the collodion has “set,’’ that is to say, 
when the lower corner is sufficiently gelatinous to 
receive the impression of the finger tip, the 
door of the dark room is closed and the plate is 
immersed in the silver bath, where it must 
remain until the solution flows evenly over the 
surface and all trace of «‘ greasiness ” disappears. 
It is advisable to move the plate up and down 
in the solution by means of the plate lifter 
while sensitizing ; this will hasten the process, 
and will remove any particles which may have 
settled upon the surface. When the surface 
presents an even and creamy appearance, the 
plate should be slowly withdrawn from the 
silver bath and stood on edge upon blotting 
paper to drain for a minute or two. The plate 
is then transferred to the dark slide and is 
ready for exposure which should take place 
within a few minutes from the time of 
sensitizing. 

THE LENGTH OF EXPOSURE 
varies according to the age of the collodion, the 
state of the silver bath and the temperature, so 
that only experiment will show what may be 
necessary in any particular case. As a rough 
guide it may be indicated that an exposure 
equal to that given toa “slow ” gelatine lantern 
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plate will usually be found sufficient. Under 
and over-exposure are more easily recognisable 
on wet collodion than on gelatine plates. As 
soon as possible after exposure, within a 
minute or two if practicable, development must 
be proceeded with. An ordinary egg cup 
answers well for a developing cup, and should 
have about a teaspoonful of the developing 
solution poured into it ready for use before re- 
moving the plate from the dark slide. The plate 
should be held in the left band, much ia the same 
way as when collodionizing, and the solution 
poured evenly and gently over it, taking care not 
to spill any over the edges, as this would wash 
away tbe free silver necessary to form the 
image and cause thinness in the slide. Nor 
must the developer be poured on in one spot, or 
there will be a thin patch caused by the free 
nitrate being washed away from that particular 
portion of the plate. Gently rock the plate to 
equalise the action of the developer, and the 
image will quickly appear. Development is 
complete in from half-a-minute to a minute, and 
the density is judged by the appearance of the | 

When development , 
is complete, the plate is rinsed under the tap | 
and immersed in the fixing-bath, in which it |! 

plate by transmitted light. 

is rapidly cleared. Five minutes washing under 
a gentle stream of water is ample to remove 
every trace of hyposulphite. The transparency 
may then be placed in a rack to dry, after which 
the process of varnishing may be proceeded | 
with. This calls for no special description, as 
the same varnish as used for gelatine negatives, 
thinned a little with methylated spirits, will 
answer perfectly, the manipulation being pre- 
cisely the same as in the ordinary dry plate 
work. The effect upon the plate is, however, | 
much more marked, a quite appreciable fog : 
often entirely disappearing when the plate is 
varnished. 

Masking and binding are, of course, effected in 
the ordinary way. 

In conclusion, the following cautions may 
help to keep the beginner off some of the rocks 
which he may encounter in his first voyage in 
this (to him) new direction :— 

Avoid dust inthe dark-room. 
The vapours of ammonia or 

(fresh paint) cause fog. 
Do not collodionize plates near a lamp or fire. 
Do not use the developer after it has turned 

a pale sherry colour. 
Do not allow too strong a jet of water to play 

upon the film when washing. 
Do not fail to dry the dark slide with blotting 

paper after each exposure. 

turpentine 

If it be found impossible to get pictures free 
from fog, add a drop or two of dilute nitric acid 
to the silver bath. The latter should be slightly 
acid, to give clear transparencies. If blue litmus 
paper turns pink after three or four minutes’ 
immersion in the silver solution, there is 
sufficient acid present. 

The foregoingis a bare outline of what twenty 
years ago was practically the only process in 
use for the production of negatives and trans- 
parencies. It is still largely used for both 
purposes by commercial slide makers, and is 
considered to be the only process by which 
sufficiently clear negatives can be obtainéd for 
“process work.” The process is fully and 
scientifically treated of in Hardwick’s ‘‘ Photo- 

| graphic Chemistry’’ and Abney’s ‘‘ Instruction 
in Photography,” and those workers who may 
be induced by this article to start on this very 
interesting work, wil] find in those books much 
information which it is impossible to compress 
within the limits of what is necessarily only a 
sketch of the process which for thirty years 
held the front place in photography. 

——0: 

The Lanternist’s Den.—XVI. 

By C. E. Rrenpte. 

How ro Buitp a Bi-Unisn.—IX. 

(Continued from p. 167.) 

THERE are two or three other pieces of brass 
work to be done before we can dispense with 
the tools. 

The roller curtain can be made with or 
without the racking arrangements. The plain 
simple diaphragm no doubt will be found 
sufficient for ordinary lecturing, but where many 
effects are shown, the rackwork will be more 
effectual, inasmuch as its regularity is more 
perfect. However, that I leave to the discretion 
of the worker, as the method of procedure in both 
cases is identical. Prepare a sheet of Hat brass 
174 in. long by 4% in. wide. In the upper part of 
this cut a rectangular opening (A, Fig. XX VII.) 
5 in. by 32 in., first marking its centre 43 in. from 
top of sheet. To cut out the piece cleanly it is 
best to drill a small hole in each corner, when a 
metal piercing saw can be used; keep the cut 
well inside the lines, and afterwards finish with 
a smooth flat file. The corners (B 8) will next 
have to be pierced away and trimmed, and 
afterwards bent semi-circular on a round stake, 
which forms a lip by which it can be held in 
moying it up or down. Any sharp corners or 
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SANDS, HUNTER & Co.,, 
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns, 
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS. 

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening enter- 
tainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate. 

20, Cranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C. 

THE AMERICAN AND INTERNATIONAL 
STEREOSCOPIC VIEW COMPANY 

Publish the largest variety of Stereoscopic Views of 
any house in Europe. - 

WHOLESALE ONLY. TERMS STRICTLY CASH 
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edges should be removed. The diaphragm is 
now complete, and ready to finish. 

To add the rackwork proceed as follows :— 
About 4 in. from bottom of rectangular hole 
screw a couple of 44 in. lengths of flat + in. 
rack (A a, Fig. XXVIII.). These can be 33 in. 
apart. A 5 in. length of pinion gearing into 
this is to have turned at one end a pivot } in., 
and at the other end a pivot 4 in. long. This 

: A A 
Rg =a B 

Kg 

g. XXVIIL. 

Fig. XXVII. 

Fig, XXIN, 

done, lay the pinion in the rack while making 
the bearing, the holes being drilled to correspond 
with the pivots, allowing just sufficient shake 
to give a free run. The bearings may be 
screwed between the large nuts on centre plate. 
One-half of the long pivot should be squared, 
and a small crank key handle fitted to it, so 
that it can be taken on and off at will. 

1 oa, 

ait © v 
= “pers xa i A Lg og ad 

aim 
F 

Fig. XXXII. 

toh 
6 

Fig. XXX. 

The object of having a dark curtain round the 
back of the apparatus is to obscure the light 
from the audience, which, as is well known, 
proves most objectionable. For this purpose make 
a couple of sockets, to be screwed on either side 
of the lantern body, to receive the semi-circular 
rod upon which the curtain travels. Make 
them from plates 14 in. long by 3 in. wide, in 
the centre of which is soldered a piece -3, in. 
brass tube (see Fig. XXTX.), The curtain rod 
and rings, I think, want no further explanation. 

A screw and nut can be fitted to each side of 
body, near the front, such as is used in base 
board of camera work. Let these be strong, 
and as they will have to be bought, a 2 in. or 
7; In. diameter of thread is not too thick. A 
slotted arm piece must be made and fitted to 
each side, viz., right and left. Fig. XXX. will 
show what is wanted. The line a represents 
bottom of body, B a brass plate 3 in. long by 

3 in. wide, which is let into ‘side of plinth and 
fixed with brass screws; c a-curved slotted arm 
3 in. long and § in. wide, and which swivels on 
a shouldered screw (D); E is the milled head of 
screw affixed to body as above-mentioned. 
When making be particular that they are 
finished, so that the slotted arms lay on plate 
(B) reverse to each other. 

Fig. XXXI. is a diagram of a simple runner. 
Two are wanted. AaAisin one piece, being a 
9 in. strip of thick flat brass 2 in, wide, 14 in. at 
one end being bent up at right angles; B a 
screwed stop which comes against the carrier (c) ; 
D D two pieces of brass rod tapped and screwed 
into runner 54 in. apart. When securely fixed 
they may be reduced in length to in. Next 
drop one of these into each of the stages 
between the two lower bolts, and while holding 
them in position mark each bolt, and drill and 
fit stops (as shown at E E and F F). This 
accomplished, the runner can be raised, lowered, 
or extended. It is important they be made 
accurately, and finished perfectly smooth; care 
also being taken in setting them parallel with 
the centre hinged plate. 

A few words here on finishing the front plates 
and any other parts that may have been 
overlooked. The one rule applies to each and 
all. Presuming the entire front is unshipped, 
as the sailor says, we’ll take one of the largest 
plates. Find a piece of flat hard wood, a trifle 
larger than plate, and fix in the vice. Lay the 
plate on the wood, front uppermost, which can 
be kept in position by putting pins through the 
bolt holes. It can now be filed flat, first with a 
flat 12 in, bastard file until allimperfections in 
the metal have been removed, when the file may 
be changed to a 12in. smooth. This latter can 
be used until the marks made by the first file 
have disappeared. Be sure and keep the work 
quite flat, that is if you can, for to those whose 
first experience this is in a job like the one in 
hand, difficulties will show themselves, and 
many, no doubt, will begin to exclaim before 
they are half way through, ‘‘ By Jove! this is 
hard work.’ But stick to it, having got so far, 
and forget, if possible, that part of your 
elementary grammar, which treats of an 
adjective being a word placed before a noun, 
etc., etc. After the smooth filing take a sheet 
of No. 1 emery paper, lap closely round the file, 
and continue the process until none but the 
paper marks are seen, when the paper may be 
changed for a sheet of No.0. The front and 
sides of work having had a good dressing with 
this, should now look spic and span, and when 
dusted with a soft brush may be lacquered. 
Each piece in its turn should be similarly 
treated, with the exception of the spring plates. 
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These, together with the backs of condenser 
plates, should be given two or three coats of 
matt black. The best the writer has tried for 
this purpose is that sold by Messrs. Platt and 
Co., and will be found useful for a variety of 
things. 

To be proficient in lacquering is to be a 
master of what appears to be one of the most 
insignificant of the mechanical arts. Much has 
been written on this apparently unimportant 
subject; much more will be written no doubt. 
Be that as it may, all who have worked in 
metals will admit that there are very few indeed 
who are perfect in this particular, We read 
in the life of Rubens of how with “a single 
stroke of the brush he turned the laughing 
child (which was on his canvas) to a crying 
child.’’ The writer, also, kind reader, remem- 
bers his paternal parent turning a joyous child 
into a child of sorrow, and that, too, by a single 
stroke; so if a doubt exists in the mind, don’t 
spoil the appearance of your already good work 
with an inadvertent stroke of the lacquer 
brush. Rather than that, take the parts to the 
firm recommended in a former chapter, and 
let them put on the finishing touch. But there 
are those who will at all hazards have their 
way, and it is to them I offer this simple and 
safe receipt. A small tin box with a wire 
soldered across the top serves well for a 
lacquer pot. A 1 in. flat camel-hair brush is 
best, and procure some pale gold lacquer. 
Pour about 2 ozs. into the tin pot, and if the 
brush has been used for the purpose before, it 
will be necessary to lay it in the lacquer for a 
few minutes, so that it gets soft. It is a good 
plan to keep a special bottle for this purpose. 

' When taking brush from the lacquer squeeze 
out so as just to leave it saturated with the 
liquid. Wold one of the plates by the extreme 
corner, and warm it over a small spirit flame, 
not more heat than what the back of the hand 
can bear without flinching. If the temperature 
is higher than this allow it to cool down to it, 
when the brush may be drawn across from side 
to side until the whole has been covered. It 
can then be warmed again over the flame; this, 
of course, is done from the back of plate, and 
not on lacquer side. When the several parts 
have been thus treated, the whole can be put 
together. First put on the four screwed 
washers on top and bottom pillars. The back 
plates are then screwed to hinges, and the eight 
long bolts put through their respective holes. 
Next try the roller curtain through the 
apertures in wood blocks, and if any easing be 
required now is the time to doit. ‘This done, 
put the blocks in their places, and then place 

on each bolt one of the spiral springs. Pass 
through front plate of each the four small 
screwed holts, screwing in their turns into 
spring plates. Next place a runner between 
the bottom bolts of each stage, place the front 
plate on the bolts, and screw on nuts while 
holding in position, as the springs are apt to 
jump it off. All the nuts can now be screwed 
down, and then the roller curtain put into the 
top slot and racked into position. Screw the 
tubes into their places, and also the objective 
jackets, and our bi-unial] lantern is finished. 

The lantern being completed, should next be 
measured, and a travelling case constructed. 
The extreme outside must be taken as a guide ; 
and the timber recommended for the purpose, 
of course studying economy in the matter of 
cost, is well-seasoned yellow pine ; 2 in. boards, 
when planed up, are most suitable, and a sound 
job made by bringing them together by dove- 
tailing. It will be found most convenient to 
arrange the lid or door atone side, instead of 
top, using take-off hinges, which allows its 
removal. Handles for lifting can be attached at 
each end, and, if nicely !ined with green baize, 
gives a good finish. The outside can be blacked 
or painted to suit the taste. In making the 
case the worker would do well in having it 
weather-tight. 

There are two or three other little hints I 
have left unsaid, but have here exceeded tho 
space allotted, so must defer to another article 
in the near future. 

: 0. 

New Apparatus, &c. 

A Dissonvine CARRIER. 

A handy form of carrier which the makers 
(Messrs. Ottway & Son, 178, St. John Street 
Road, H.C.) term The Universal Dissolving 
Carrier is now on the market. The movements 
are simple and the effect pleasant. In the 
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GEO. BROAD & SON, 
FOUNDERS IN ALL METALS, 

WINDMILL STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, and 
ADELAIDE WORKS, 

UXBRIDGE ROAD, 

BRITISH EDITION. .~< ay 

1894. Ra 

A UNIVERSAL 

HANDBOOK AND DIRECTORY. * = 
MANY NEW. FEATURES. Yee Pastor 

Phetogiaphic_ Directory 

3 p otographer, 
ay = Phers 

Xxill. 

SPECULUM METAL CASTINGS. 

AEE WORK OF BEST QUALITY 

REDUCED PRICE. 

Cloth 3s. 6d., Paper 2s. 6d. 
POSTAGE 5d. eB 

pile PI OF “ALL DEJ DEALERS. 

CHAS. STRAKER & SONS, Publishers, 

388, King William Street, E.C. merican 2° 

The Great City Depot for Magic Lanterns and Slides, 
ALSO CAMERAS BY LANCASTER AND OTHER CELEBRATED MAKERS. 

Large Stocks Kept. Fully Illustrated Catalogues by Post, Free. 

BENETFINK & CO,,° °° iousoh Seer" 
TROTTER'S EDUCATIONAL LANTERN 
VERTICAL ATTACHMENT with 

Prism. 

ERECTING PRISM. 

JET, with Rack Adjustment for 
centering and Cog Wheel for 
turning limes 

SPECIAL VALVE allowing gas 
being adjusted before lecture 
and turned down. Itcan then 
be turned up or down by one 
motion of this Valve. 

43-inch TRIPLE CONDENSER 
Special Front Lens, Two 
Carriers. 

Complete £6 15/- 

Send for Particulars and List. 

TROTTER, 

28,. Gordon Street, 
GLASGOW. 

Special Set of History S.ivEs, 
470 Subjects. Qs. per doz. 

FREDERICK J. BORLAND, 
SHEEPSCAR GROVE WORKS, 

LEEDS, 
Patent Scissors Arc Lamps for direct 

and alternating currents, 

Carbons for 4 hours. 

Weight under 3 lbs. 

Price 4. 

pe. ¥> AUTOMATIC. 

Carbons for 4 hours, 

Weight 11 ozs. 

Price 35s. 

HAND FEED. 

Invaluable for Theatrical purposes. Lantern Projections, 
Enlarging, Printing. 

BORLAND’S Patent Umbrella Photographic Apparatus 
Prices, particulars and testimonials on application, 
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lantern stage a special form of block is inserted, 
this block into which the carrier is inserted is 
provided with springs whereby the carrier is 
pushed close to the condenser, leaving room for 
the insertion of another at the side of the first. 
The two detached slide holders have ends shaped 
as in Fig. I., excepting that in the other the 
projecting end is towards the bottom of the slide 
holder. For use, unframed slides are placed in 
the holders, one of which is then inserted in to 
the carrier (previously placed in the lantern 
stage); one spring pushes it towards the con- 
denser, and on the insertion of the second slide 
holder, this second one becomes locked and the 
first is ready to be withdrawn, when the second 

ai 
immediately springs into its place at the focal 
plane. Fig Il. shows the carrier with both 
holders inserted. 

EDUCATIONAL LANTERN, 
A convenient form of lantern has been 

devised by Mr. John Trotter, 28, Gordon Street, 
Glasgow, for use in 
schools and colleges. The 
instrument can be used 
either for showing slides 
in the ordinary way, 
or for vertical subjects. 

When tank or similar experiments are shown, 
provision is made in the former arrangement 

for erecting the image by means of a prism 
fitted in front of the lens. By lifting up 
the front, as shown, inserting a mirror and 
adjusting the prism, the lantern lends itself for 
vertical work. The condenser is composed of 
three lenses, two of which are 41 in. diameter. 

“SPAR JET.” 

This jet, which has been brought out by the 
wholesale firm ‘Leviathan, London,” is said 
to give an exceeding bright light. As will be 
seen in the cut, there are two nipples placed 

side by side. The lime used is flat and cir- 
cular, this being rendered necessary by reason of 
the size of the spot of light. ~ For general 
illumination this form has many advantages. 

“ REGULATING JET TAP.” 

This tap by the 
same firm is for 
screwing on the back 
of a jet, and is pro- 
vided with a screw- 
down valve for fine 
adjustment. Having 
been adjusted to 
the desired point, 

the tap may be then turned completely off 
without interfering with the adjustment. 

SYSTEMATIC LANTERN SLIDE BOX. 

Messrs. Butcher & Sons, of Blackheath, have 
hit upon a happy idea with regard to this box. 
Each groove is provided with numbers (see cut) 
from 1 to 50, and a tablet is placed in the 

AL fe 
cit 
i 

2 Ni hike 

| 

inside of the lid similarly marked, together with 
spaces for the name of the slide. Each slide 
can be thus relegated to its own position with 
ease, and the contents of any such box can be 
readily ascertained, 

i 
| 
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MASON’S JAANTERN MICROSCOPE. 

Mr. R. G. Mason, of 69, Park Road, Clapham, 
has made a number of minor improvements on 
his patent lantern microscope, and at the late 
Cornwall Exhibition it was awarded the silver 
medal. This microscope possesses the advan- 
tage that with it are supplied extra fittings, 
which quickly enable it to be used as a table 
microscope ; so that the one instrument answers 
the two purposes. 

-——:0:-— 

Editorial Table. 

‘‘SILVEROID.'’—F rom the Silveroid Co., 90, Northcote 
Road, Walthamstow, we have reccived a bottle of solution 
named as above. By applying a few drops on brass, cop- 
per or worn electro-plate, and then polishing, a coating 
of pure silver is imparted to the article. The company 
guarantee the solution to be free from mercury. 

ANTWERP AND ITS ExHIpITION.—The reading of this 
popular set of sixty-six slides which is advertised on 
another page is written in a particularly interesting 
strain by Mr, Hdmund H. Wilkie, late of the Polytechnic. 
The interest is kept up to the very end, and, the happy 
knack that Mr. Wilkie possesses, each picture is led up 
to in such a manner that no signal is required between 
the lecturer and operator, for the latter on following 
the lecture knows the precise moment to change the 
slide without tae lecturer having to resort to signals. 
After seeing the pictures and hearing the Jecture one 
might well imagine that they had travelled for a week 
instead of comfortably sitting on a chair for a couple of 
hours. 

Carson Paintin. By E. J, Wavy. (Lonpon : Hazen, 
Watson & VinEy), 1/-. Nearly one half of this book of 
sixty-eight pages is taken up with an interesting history 
of the permanent process of priuting in carbon. Com- 
mencing with the year 1798, when chromium was dis- 
covered, Mr. Wall traces and gives the exp2riences of 
investigators bit by bit until he brings it down to the 
present day. Particulars are given respecting the prepara- 
tion of the non-sensitive tissue ia a variety of colours, 
then as to the mode of sensitising the same. 

Afser chapters on Drying, Keeping, and Printing, the 
mode of development is treated upon, which in turn is 
followed by methods of transfer. The making of lantern 
slides by this process is fully dwelt upon, after which 
comes a@ very important chapter on Failures, by reference 
to which the student is enabled to ascertain what he has 
done or left undone should his results not be satisfactory. 
The book is written concisely, and is full of informat'‘on. 

THomas’s LanTERN PravTes.— According to the 
samples of these plates which we have received, it is 
quite evident that they hold their own as to quality and 
ease of working. Messrs. Thomas have come to the 
conclusion that the best results are obtained with an- 
exposure by magnesium wire when making contact 
slides. In the instructions issued full details 
are given respecting the requisite exposures (for 
reductions) for producing any desired tone, using in 
each case @ particular developer of which each box of 
plates contains full particulars. Proportions are given 
for both pyro and hydroquinone developers, so that 
either black, brown, purple, or red tones may be 
obtained on these plates. 

VEveR's PaoToGRAPHIC Primers.—Mr. C. C. Vevers, 
of Leeds, has lately published four useful primers, these 
being for the most part papers which he has delivered 
at photographic societies at Leeds. No. 1 treats on 
Beginner's Errors; No. 2, Optics; No. 3, Printing 
Dodges; and No. 4, Enlarging. The particulars given 
are very useful, especially as the author enters into 
minute details on some points that will materially 
assist even the somewhat experienced hand, whilst the 
tyro will consider that those primers at twopence fill 
the proverbial “ want.” 

:0:-—- 

Patent Intelligence. 

The following list, relating to current Patent Applications, 
ts compiled expressly for ‘‘The Optical Magic Lanterr 
Journal” by a registered Patent Agent. Wor further infor- 
mation apply to S. Dicker, clo ''‘ The Optical Magic Lantern 
Journal,”’ 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 

No. Recent Patent APPLICATIONS. 
18503. 29th September, 1894. Frederick Bartlett. 1m- 

provements in optical lantern slide 
carriers, and the hanging of slides 
therein. 

19611. 16th October, 1894. W. H. Jones. Improvements 
in dissolvers for optical lanterns. 

20095, 20th October, 1894. W.H. Tomlinson. Improve- 
ments in or relating to magic lanterns. 

20181. 23rd October. George Davenport. Improve- 
ments ia slide carriers, and apparatus 
for optical or magic lanterns. 

21164. Sth November. John Francis Hall Edwards. 
Improvements in lantern slide binding 
clamps. 

21240. 5th November. Charles Goodwin Norton. An 
improved form of cut off for dissolvers for 
use with optical lanterns, specially re- 
lating to bi-unial and triple lanterns. 

CoMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS PRINTED. 

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by 
remitting 1]- for each specification to S. Dicker, ‘* Optical 
Magic Lantern Journal," 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 

18115 of 1893. Borland. Electric arc lamp for projec- 
tion purposes. 

21880 of 1893. Clifton. Producing enlarged copies of 
photographs. 

23616 of 1893. Lea. Protecting gas cylinders. 
24038 of 1893. Cresswell. Stage, etc., lighting. 
24135 of 1893. Simpson. Magic lanterns. 
24761 of 1893. Manchester Oxygen Company, Limited, 

and W. M. Jackson. Utilising the 
pressure in cylinders or reservoirs 
containing compressed gases. 

1091 of 1894. Klodt. Optical lantern. 
12230 of 1894. Wrench. Magic lanterns. 
15819 of 1894. Davenport. Curtain slide 

optical lanterns. 
16326 of 1894. J. Train. Displaying panoramic scenes 

by means of the lantern. 

carrier for 
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EVERY LANTERNIST SHOULD SEE THE 

PRACTICAL “QU RIO MA AO” CARRIER. 
pissetvane. WOE Ss ie FOR. aidiiee 

EFFECT WITH | ee INSERTED AND 
A SINGLE i a WITHDRAWN 
LANTERN. —— = FROM ONE 

SIDE. 
PRICE 4!- or from the RPatentee, Post Fres 4/6. 

W. H. TOMKINSON, 81, Dale Street, LIVERPOOL. 

Stands, Lantern Screen Stands, ; 
Camera Stands with brass and aluminium mounts. 

Marvellously Illustrated. in nedriy all parts the wort a eet INRURUMENTS are in use 

FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, 

Embracing every branch of Science, as well as INTERESTING and MORAL TALES 

LIFE MODEL SETS.—All the Winners!” Little Glory’s Mission. Found at Last. Alone in London. A Dress Suit. 

WHOLESALE ONLY-S. J. LEVI & Co, LONDON. 

New Retouching Apparatus (automatic). 

aud all who use them. 

Many of the latter are Illustrated from Life. 

COMIC SETS.—Oblivious Mary Jane. Faithless Sally Brown. Demonand the 

T J. CHENEY, 
i CEDAR VILLA & BAMBOOZOLA, BECKENHAM, LONDON 

Portable Studios. Bamboo Screen Elevators. 
Screen Stands (improved NONSAG:”), LanternStanas. 

of Matters Photographic, only to be found in Sie ese Gunstee eee Shutters. Tents for Developing and Changing Plates. “The Practical Photographer,”’ 2d. Monthly, | Collapsible Changing Cases. Improved Lanterns. 

Wholesale, Retail, and for Export from the Inventor & Manufacturer. PERCY LUND & CO., Memorial Hall, E.C. Beautifully Illustrated List, upwards of 400 Pages, 1/6, post free. 
Supplementary List of Novelties, &c., free, 1 stamp. 

YOR KX’ ss 

SOME OF OUR NEW SETS, 1894~-5.—Antwerp Exhibition. Antwerp City. St. Petersburg. Paris to Prague. Belgium, and Down the Moselle. ‘Your in Switzerland. Rambles about Rome. Japan. Johannesburg Goldfields. Bee Culture. Entomology. Flower Studies. Coal Mining. Temperance Enter- 

Blacksmith. . 
FOURTEEN MEDALS AWARDED FOR EXCELLENCE. 

Lists for ensuing Season now veady, and may be had from all the leading Opticians, Photo-Dealers and Chemusts. 

Wholesale Prices on Application. Silver Medal at Antwerp Exhibition. 

Portable Canopy, convertible into beckgrouna Studio 

And every description of Apparatus for Photographer and Lanternist. 

tainment. Bacteria. Histological Botany. 

YORK & SON, 67, Lancaster Rd., Notting Hill, London, W. 
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ouT- Vex 

30S. 

SAFETY GAUGE 42s. | Professor MALDEN says of DUPLEX— 
“ABSOLUTELY SAFE." 

Oxygen from Chlorate of Potash. 
Cylinders filled while waiting. 
Cylinders—All sizes in stock. for complicated effects find them work 

Cylinder Fittings, all kinds. as smoothly as gas-bags.” 

Manufacturer—A. CLARKSON, 
28, BARTLETT’S BUILDINGS, HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C. 

SEASONS NOVELTIES, 1894-5. 
TABLEAUX VIVANTS. 

“Have tried several Regulators, I- 

consider yours decidedly the best, and 

1. Our Darling. 11. The Lovers. © 
2. Innocence. 12. The Doctor. 
3. Comrades. 13. Impatience. 
4. Aricl. 14. Merriment. 
5. Frivolity. 15. The Confession 
6. Industry. 16. Fatigue. 
7. Childhood. 17. The Peasants. 
8. May Queen. 18. endearment. 
9. Kindness. 19. Tlonour. 

10. Admiration. 20. British Pluck. 

A Double Mechanical Curtain Effect sutplicd gratis with 
cach complete Set. 

The 1892 Patent “ALLENDALE” Dissolving Lantern. 
The most Practical Lantern in existence. Awarded ONLY MEDAL, Bristol Exhibition for Lanterns, 1894. 

bom a : 800 Candle Power 
By The “ Star” Limelight Jet l produced. 

g ; 
Aad . )} The only true and adhesive 
a Baynton’s Binders j Binder, in 9 Colours. 

) Gilt sunk letters, on stained 
7 ass, “ W elcome, ” © Good 
Crysoline” Mottoes} ght, ”« Silence,” & 6 others 

» ) Amost comic Series of seven 
“Science & Mystery ) Slides. Reading, Gd. extra. 

The History of the Locomotive. 
An Educational Series, 20 Slides. 

Sole Agents for StEvENS Bros.’ Biblical Sets of Slides. 

ae actus WHOLESSLE PRICE LIST (id pages Trace only, (LEVIATHAN, LONDON. 

le 3g 03 dur 

Suvinsay posoidwy uy 
THE “ALLENDALE” PATENT ADJUSTER. aatoaya ysour pue 

sje[ 

eB uo 
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Correspondence. 

EKASTMAN'S FILM. 
To the Editor. 

Srr,—There is a firm in London advertising Eust- 
man’s Transparent Film at a quarter original prices. 
A few months ago we had a quantity of films and 
bromide paper damaged by sea water; these were 
abandoned to a marine insurance company. Some of 
the material may be good, but, for the benefit of the 
users of our products, we think it right to state the 
above facts. 

Yours faithfully, 
The Kastman Photographic Materials Company, Ltd. 

George Dickman, 
November 22nd, 1894. Managing Director. 

THE GRIDIRON SATURATOR VERSUS LAWSON'S 
SATURATOR. 
To the Editor. 

Str,—With respect to tho letter which appeared 
in the Oprican Macic Lantern JourNaAL, of December 
last, from Messrs. Morgan & Morgan, re the alleged 
infringement of Lawson’s Saturator, I beg to inform 
your readers that Mr. Lawson thought fit to lodge an 
opposition to the sealing of my patent for the Gridiron 
Saturator, and that the case was heard before the 
Comptroller of Patents a few days ago, and he 
decided that the Gridron Saturator does not contain 
any infringement of the above, and that all those 
lanternists who were afraid to purchase or use it on 
account of above threats, may now do so without the 
least fear or hesitation. 

Thanking you in anticipation, 
I beg to remain, 

Yours respectfully, 
J.G. PARVIN. 

47, Whittingstall Road, Fulham, S.W. 

INCANDESCENT LIGHT FOR LANTERN. 
A SUGGESTION. 
To the Editor. 

Srr,—Now that a substance has been discovered which 
gives a very fine light for ordinary purposes with a 
mixture of air and gas, it would seem to me that there is 
a good field for further experiments by the inventors to 
adapt it for the lantern, so that a really good light of 200 
or 300 candle-power might be obtained without the use 
of oxygen, which in out of the way places adds very 
considerably to the cost of lantern exhibitions. 

If the mantles could be made, say in sets of three, 
and fit one inside the other with a suitable burner and 
aided with a good reflector to collect all the back light, 
there would appear to be no reason why a very power- 
ful light could not be obtained—or if the material of 
which the mantles are composed could be rolled up into 
a ball or cylinder and rendered incandescent by a blow 
pipe somewhat similar to the ordinary blow-through jet, 
but using air instead of oxygen, a body of light equal to 
that given by lime might perhaps be obtained. At all 
events experiments in that direction are worth trying, as 
: Sig harvest would accrue to the discoverers of such a 
ight. 
Many amateurs have no doubt a number of spoiled 

films which they are unable to utilise; these could be 
very easily converted into excellent lantern slides, made 
by the carbon process, by simply squegeeing the tissue 
on to them instead of to glass. 

Yours, &c., 
16th November, 1894. PROGRESO. 

THE DECADENCE OF LANTERN LECTURES 

AND ITS CAUSE. 

To the Editor. 

S1zr,—I am glad to see the notes by Mr. Chadwick and 
others on this and kindred subjects, and asa lecturer who 
has run considerably over a thousand exhibitions, may I 
add a few remarks. 

There are, no doubt, more exhibitions of lantern slides 
than in days gone past, but owing to several causes they 
are not looked up to as they used to be—and itis natural 
that this should be so, when the rubbish in the form of 
slides is taken into consideration. Since the advent of 
dry plates everything in connection with photography has 
grown cheaper, slides included ; and the very facilities 
which these plates allow, has brought a lot of cheap 
(and nasty) productions in this way into the market. 
Then comes the colouring (?) of these same slides ; it 
might be poured on them from a jug for all the artistic 
skill which is used—cheap, cheap, being the order of the 
day, and nothing really good or artistic wanted. More 
than half the slides used by us during a series of lectures 
by several professors this past year, I should have put 
under my foot, as they were in every way utterly bad. 
Most of them dry plates, perbaps the work of amateurs, 
so thick that in some cages it was nearly impossible to 
force any light through them, the subjects not fitting 
the centres of the slides, some up, some down, and all 
sorts of sizes and shapes; it is little wonder that the 
audiences grew tired before the finish of the lectures and 
plainly showed it by leaving the room. 

Nor was this the only failing. Slides shown without 
any rehearsal, not even looked over in some cases by the 
lecturer at all; his lecture therefore only imperfectly 
fitting them, and now and then quite at sea, added to poor 

/ reading and a dry subject. 
The niring of slides is perhaps one of the causes of 

this, and at the cheap rate at which they are lent it is 
quite impossible to supply good slides. 

Readers dependent on the readings sent, which they 
have not seen before, on a subject perhaps of which 
they have no personal knowledge, no break in the 
monotony of the lecture except to call back some wrongly 
placed slide, and so excite the ridicule of the audience ; 
everything of a level dulness depressing in the extreme. 
A hired lantern, worked by a volunteer who has never 
used one before, operator and lecturer never having seen 
each other until three minutes before the lecture begun, 
and then to expect that everything should work all right 
and smooth, is to expect more than is reasonable. 

Any of these, or a combination of them, is enough to 
spoil the best audience, and make them decline, even 
out of charity, to face a lantern lecture in the future. 

This class of entertainer goes to a small town, intro- 
duced by some influential inhabitant, a fashionable and 
numerous throng is gathered to meet him, and then they 
go Lome entirely unsatisfied, if not thoroughly disgusted, 
with the whole affair. 

There is no reason why this should not be entirely 
obviated. A quick, bright lecture, with good, varied, 
well-coloured slides, a joke (not a chestnut) now and then, 
some fitting music or song, an interlude of fun, but not 
the vulgarity which is sometimes mistaken for it; these 
are the qualities which a lantern lecture requires and 
which will make it a success. But, above all, the slides 
must be good and well shown, changing as the lecturer 
proceeds without the slightest open sign from him to his 
assistant. 
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Nothing is more annoying than to hear the lecturer at 
the end or even at the middle of some sentence say 
“next please,” or the sharp ting of a bell spoiling the 
thread of the subject, and calling off the attention of the 
audience. 

And the matter of the lecture should in a great 
measure be original, or gathered from every possible 
source and condensed. How pleasant it is to receive 
well-earned applause, to hear at the close of a journey 
entertainment, ‘‘ Why, sir! you must have enjoyed your 
trip through the country you have been taking us through 
to-night,’ when the lecturer had never been perhaps 
within a thousand miles of it. It is often possible to get 
a few local touches from someone who has been, and the 
introduction of some legends of the place, or poetry by a 
resident in the locality visited will give all that is 
needed. 
Iam really afraid, Mr. Editor, I have trespassed too 

much on your kindness, but should be sorry to see lan- 
tern lectures dio out. But I should like to see the 
cheap and nasty entertainer die out—the man with a 
25s. lantern and some horrible lithographed or other 
abominable slides ; who cuts in with a very low price 
at which it is impossible to live—drags down the status 
of the lantern and levels it to the dust. 

With best wishes for the coming season to you, Sir, 
aud all lanternists who try their best to raise the tone of 
the whole show, 

I am, 
Very truly, 

Oxford, Nov. 1894. HENRY W. TAUNT. 
10: — 

Notes and Queries. 

S. Goad writes :—'‘ Last season I purchased one of 
Butcher's lime-cylinders, and put it away at the end 
of seasou with a hard and soft lime in. When I went 
to it this season both the limes had turned to dust 
and had burst the cylinder open. Also some soft limes 
I put away in a brass cylinder had turned to dust. 
Can you tell me the reason?” Ans.—Hither the limes 
were not perfectly dry when put away, or the cylinder 
not being hermetically sealed, they had absorbed 
moisture. 

W. S. R.—Asbestos tipped wicks can be obtained from 
Philip & Co., of 82, Fleet-street, F.C. . 

Geo. Kilburn.—We learn that ‘‘Soap Bubbles" is not 
published by Longmans, as stated in last issuc, but by 
the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 
London, W. 

Novice writes :—‘(1) A 40 ft. gas bottle fully charged is 
used twice, each exhibition with single lantern, blow- 
through jet being used, lasting one and-a-half hours. Gas 
remaining in bottle 11 feet. What can be the reason of 
such an escape of oxgen? for I hold that it could not have 
been used. I cannot see any apparent escape either. 
(2) What must be the focal distance of an objective to 
project a 12 ft. picture at a distance of 40 ft. from the 
screen. (3) Who supplies the Hardazion limes?” 4ns.— 
(1) It is evident that your connections at (say) the 
cylinder are not gas tight. A not uncommon means of 
escape is at the gland valve. Try tightening the nut from 
which the spindle on which you place the key projects. 
(2) Use a lens of 10 inches equivalent focus ; see the 
‘‘Lanternists’ Ready Reference Table,” which may be ob- 
taincd from this office, post free for 24d. (3) The proprietor 
of the limes spoken of 1s Mr. A. Wrench, and it is from 
him that dealers, and dealers only, can get their whole- 
sale supplies. 
John Lruelock.—Your friend is quite correct, you can 

use a blow-through jet with both gases from cylinders, or 
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if you like you can use both a blow-through and 
a mixed jet from the same cylinders at the same time, 
only you will find that it greatly simplifies matters if 
you use an automatic regulator on each bottle, and then 
adjust at the taps. 

J. Crombie.—It is simply nonsense and shows that 
the party did not undcrstand the subject about which 
he was trying to instruct you. 

A. Wilks.—We have tried the gauge and find that it 
does work. You say that it will not show anything on 
your cylinder, which has not been used since it was filled 
and which must consequently be full. We have returned 
the gauge, and if it shows nothing when it is attached to 
the bottle and the valve turned on, it is simply because 
there is little or nothing in the cylinder to show. It is 
not an uncommon thing for people to think that because 
the gas makes a good noise, rushing out when tho valve 
is turned on, to think that there must be plenty of gas. 
You may not have more than half-a-foot of gas in the 
cylinder. If you have had it standing by for any length 
of time, an exceeding small leak will tell materially on 
the contents of the cylinder. 
D.J.—Turn the gas jet taps off beforo turning the 

cylinder on and see if the regulator will then act. You 
have evidently been regulating with the key only, and 
have not been giving the regulators a chance of working. 
Turn a good head of gas on before opening the jet taps. 

P.S.D.—Had you read this column you would have 
learned that we will not recommend any one Saturator 
in preference to another, not even in the way you suggest 
by naming them A.B.C.D. You will find them all ad- 
vertised in this journal. Write to the makers of the 
particular one that strikes your fancy, and make the 
best terms you can, and if you can get it on approval 
well and good. 

FP. H. Benham.—We know nothing of it. 

Saturator writes :—‘'(1) Is the Gridiron a good Saturator. 
(2) Is the Timberlake a good Saturator? (3) Is the 
Optimus a good Saturator? (4) Is the Lawson Saturator 
a good one? (5) Is Suiters ‘(Reliable)’ Saturator re- 
liable? (6) Which of the five do you think is the best ?” 
Ans.—(1) Yes. (2) Yes. (3) Yes. (4) Yes. (5) We 
believe it was withdrawn almost as soon as it was intro- 
duced. (6) See reply to P. S. D. in this issue. 

W.C. H. J. writes:—'‘ Would it not be a good idea to 
have a limelight flash lamp for signalling purposes by 
means of flashing.” Ans.—I£ you mean would it be a 
good idea for you to possess one, you are the best judge. 
If you mean it as a new idea, it has becn in use for a 
long time past. 

W.H.—(1) Perhaps the leather washor has come out 
from your Clarkson regulator. See that the lcather 
used is free from grease. (2) For the bull-nose form a 
thin washer of lead may prevent leakage. 

Bi-unial.—(1) 40, Hanover Square, W. Subscriptions 
10/- perannum. The hon. secretary is Mr. W. Bashall, 
21, Holland Villas-road, London, W. (2) To 
remedy the dissolver—seeing that screwing up will 
not do—take out plug, smear over it grease witha 
little fine emery, replace and grind it in, but remove it 
every tew moments in order to equalise the grinding. 
(8) Probably blacklead is what was put on previously. 

Messrs. Riley Bros. write respecting a ‘‘note” tnat 
appeared in last issuc, that they have had samples of 
oxygen from various inakers analysed, and from the 
certificate they send us we learn that the difference in 
quality amounts to merely a decimal. We are unable 
to publish the certificate of analysis of the different 
brands, as we declined to enter into names in the case 
of the ‘‘note’’ mentioned which had reference to a 
letter received from Mr. Hepworth. 
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SLIDE PAINTING COLOURS. 
SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES, 

In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots. 
Boxes fitted with Varnish Colours, 5s., 10s. 6d.,15s., and 30s. each. 

2s., 5s., 
Just Published, ‘(A Manual on Painting on Glass and How to 

Use the Magic Lantern,” 1s. each. 

Also Manufacturers of the New Chromo 
5s. per Set of 12 Slides, 33-in. Square. 

Water 

Lantern Slides. 
Price Lists Post Free, 

19, BERNERS 

RILEY BROS., 
BRADFORD, 
ARE THE LARGEST anp BEST 

MAGIC LANTERN OUTFITTERS 

LARGEST LOAN SLIDE DEPARTMENT 
IN THE WORLD. 

a THE BEST 

LANTERN 
In the World 

IS THE 

Marvellous 

Praestantia 
£4 As, 

And has the Largest Sale. 

SATURATORS, THE LAWSON PATENT 
For Single Lanterns - £2 10s. 
For Bi-Unials..  .. ... £4 10s. 

Are the BEST and Sares’t in the Market. 

SIMPLE, SAFE, ECONOMICAL, POWERFUL. 

Proceedings will be taken against all persons making, vending, or using 
infringements of these Patents. es 

Sold on Monthly Payments System. New Catalogues, 6d. Hiro Lists Free, 

New Premises, 55 & 57, GODWIN STREET, BRADFORD. 
; \ AGENTS IN CHISAGO, KANSAS, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND. f 

Maker of High-Class Optical Lanterns. 

R. R. BEARD, 
10/6 
BEARD’S ECLIPSE CARRIER is a luxury to the 

Operator after using others. It saves finger-marks upon the slides, 
and produces dissolving effect with the single Lantern. 

10, Trafalgar Road, Old Kent Road, S$.E. 
(Five Doors South of Lord Nelson.) 

J. BARNARD & SON, 
MANUFACTURING ARTISTS’ COLOURMEN 

(RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND EXPORT), 

and 21s. each. 

Printed Magic 
39 Subjects. 

or can be had from any Optician. 

STREET, LONDON, w. 

WESLEYAN METHODIST 
SUNDAY SCHOOL UN ION, 
2&8, Ludgate Cireus Buildings, London, E. C. 

THE 

“PACTICON,” 
OUR NEW PATTERN LANTERN. 

PORTABILITY, DURABILITY, QUALITY, 
COMBINED. 

Russian Iron Body, panelled doors : 
brass front, beautifully finished and 
lacquered ; compound plano-convex 
condenser 4 in. ; double combination, 
achromatic front lenses 6 in. equiva- 
lent. Stocks’ patent 4-wick lamp, 
gives a beautiful light ; chimney fits 

into body of lantern. 

Each lantern is 
provided with a 
Place at bottom 
of lantern to 
holdthecarrier § 
when done with 
also a drawer 
for matches 
and leather. 

PRICE 
&4 4s. 
Send for our New Hive List, will be forwarded by Post on applicati n, 

LANTERN PROJECTION LENSES, 
As used by the LANTERN SOCIETY. 

PRICES WITH RACK AND PINION £e8.d. 
6 inch equivalent focus aperture nearly 7/3 .. as - 410 0 
9 inch ” aperture fully f/4 é on -- 510 0 
6 inch and 9 inch lenses both fitting one rack jacket - 910 0 

B% Discount for Cash with Order. 
List of Photographic Lenses free. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF TELESCOPES AND MICRO- 
SCOPES FOR STAMP. 

wy. WwiRaA WwW, 
OPTICIAN, 

NORTH HILL, HIGHGATE, LONDON, N. 
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EW LANTERN Plate 
Which gives WARM or COLD TONES at will. 

LANTERN SLIDES made with these MAGNIFICENT PLATES 
cannot be excelled (if equalled) by any other Process. 

PRICE WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS, FORMUL®, &c., 

PER 1/= DOZEN. 
vox Try them and prove the truth of the above. 

BARNET, HERTs. 
THE " NEWTONIAN” 

ELECTRIC ARC LAMP 
FOR OPTICAL LANTERNS. 

Ka. 

NEW TON’S 

ELEGTRIG LANTERNS. 
THE ELECTRIC SCIENCE LANTERNS now in use at 

The Royal Socicty. 
The Royal Institution of Great 

Britain, 

University College, Liverpool. (Major Holden’s Provisional Patent.) 
The Govt. Electrical Engi- : 

neering College, Chatharn, 
The Royal Dublin Society. 
The Chemica) Society. 
The University of Oxford. 
The University of Cumbridge. 
The University of Dublin. 
The University of Glasgow. 
The University of Ghent. 
The University of California. 
The University of Wisconsin. 
McGill University. 
St. Louis University. 
Leland Stanford Jr. 

versity. 
University College, London. 

Uni- 

The Govt. School of Practical 
Science, Toronto. 

The Royal College of Science, 
South Kensington. 

The Durham College of 
Science. 

Santa Clara College, Cal. 
The Goldsmith's Co.’s Insti- 

tute. 
The Norrkoping 

School. 

The New Schools of Science 
and Art, Maidstone, &c., &c. 

Technical 

“isker, NEWTON & €o., 3, Fleet St., London. 

The Simplest 

Have been recently made for them by 

NEWTON & CO., 

Manufacturing Opticians to the Queen and the Government, 

38, FLEET STREET, LONDON. 
Focus-Keeping. 

TNustrated Catalogue of Electric Duna Projection 
Apparatus, and Slides, Four Stanips. 

NEWTON'S PATENT TRIPLE ROTATING 

ELECTRIC LANTERN. 

The Author of ‘‘ Optical Projection”’’ says of this Lantern :— 
“The moss complete, convenient, and powerful instrument for 
scientific demonstration with which I am acquainted.” n 

The Author of “The Book of the Lantern” says:—"The  Wi]] 
most complete and perfect projection apparatus ever devised.” 

elf-Feeding. 
and most Efficient Arc Lamp yet Constructed. 

yy Hasno Coils, Magnets, or other complicated 

Mechanism. Can be worked by any Lanternist 

| + any ordivary Limelight Lantern. Price £3 10s. 
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